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Abstract

Osmolytes are a class of intracellular organic molecules used by living or-

ganisms to regulate the cell volume under conditions of osmotic stress. Al-

though the principal property of osmolytes is to function as osmoticants,

they are known to play a role as chemical chaperones, protecting proteins

against denaturation caused by adverse environmental conditions. The

variable and usually high intracellular concentrations of these molecules

has raised questions about the possible roles of these molecules in protein

folding/unfolding. Studies in this direction have reported that osmolyte-

induced protein folding is a very weak protein:osmolyte interaction and the

important factor for measuring relative denaturing/stabilizing strength of

osmolytes is the transfer Gibbs energy ( ∆Gtr) of amino acid side chains

and backbone when transferred from water to osmolyte solutions. This PhD

thesis focuses on the role of osmolytes in stabilizing/destabilizing proteins

involved in amyloidoses, i.e. diseases developing as a consequence of protein

misfolding.

We have chosen to study three amyloidogenic systems viz.; the eye-lens

protein α-crystallin which upon aggregation and precipitation gives rise to

cataract, a fragment from the Amyloidβ-peptide (Aβ) a major constituent

of the Alzheimers plaque and β2-microglobulin (β2m) the protein responsi-

ble for dialysis related amyloidosis. Using NMR experiments we have tried

to characterize the type of interactions of the first two systems with a well-

studied protein-stabilizing osmolyte, carnosine. Next, we have looked at

the unfolding free energy landscape of β2m in the presence of the protect-

ing osmolyte carnosine and the destabilizing osmolyte heparan sulfate by

using hydrogen-deuterium NMR exchange experiments. Our results from

interaction studies suggests the presence of transient protein:osmolyte in-

teractions. In the case of α-crystallin the interaction was very efficient and



could be traced up to very high concentrations of the osmolyte (a protein-

osmolyte ratio of 1:1000). The results from isotope exchange experiments

throw light on the global and local unfolding events occurring in the model

protein β2m in the presence and absence of the two osmolytes.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Osmolytes

Osmolytes are a class of organic compounds used by a large variety of living organisms to

combat the harsh environmental stress set by factors such as high concentration of salts

and organic solutes, drought, extreme temperature and hydrostatic pressure (1, 2, 3, 4).

Traditionally osmolytes have been described in water-stressed organisms (5) (commonly

found in oceans) and tissues (eg. mammalian kidney (6)) where it accumulates in

response to hyperosmolality. More recently (1, 7), emphasis has been on the action

of these molecules sometimes called as “chemical chaperones”, on macromolecular

stability and interactions in stressed and crowded intracellular environments (8, 9, 10).

It is often assumed that osmolytes have evolved to stabilize proteins against adverse

environmental conditions. The evolutionary advantage of organic osmolyte systems

over inorganic salts is its compatibility with macromolecular structure and function at

high and variable concentrations without perturbing cellular processes (7). It has been

shown that the protein backbone is effectively osmophobic and osmolytes can provide

significant stability to protein by hiding the backbone into the core of folded proteins

(11, 12, 13). This unfavorable interaction between the peptide backbone and osmolytes

has been termed the osmophobic effect by Bolen and Baskakov (9). They identify

this effect as a natural thermodynamic force that complements the well-recognized

hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic and dispersion forces that

drive protein folding, described by Kauzmann 50years ago.

1



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Osmolytes in protein folding

The proteins synthesized inside the cell are initially highly disordered. This unfolded

or unstructured states pass through well-defined partially structured/folded transi-

tion/intermediate states, to finally form the native folded and functionally active confor-

mation. Proteins are synthesized on the ribosome and assumed to fold in the endoplas-

mic reticulum in the presence of several molecular chaperones that deter aggregation

of incompletely folded species (14). The correctly folded protein is secreted from the

cell and functions normally in its extracellular environment. However, under certain

conditions protein unfolds, at least partially, and becomes prone to aggregation. This

can result in the formation of fibrils or amyloids and other aggregates that accumulate

in tissue/cell. Small aggregates or highly organized fibrils and plaques may give rise to

pathological conditions (Figure-Fig. 1.1).

Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram of some of the states accessible to a polypeptide

chain following its biosynthesis. - The relative populations of the different states

depend on the kinetics and thermodynamics of the various equilibria shown in the diagram.

In living systems the fate of a given protein molecule is closely regulated by molecular

chaperones and other quality control mechanisms, rather as metabolic pathways in cells

are controlled by enzymes and associated molecules such as cofactors. Naturally occurring

osmolytes could facilitate the intermediate reactions by shifting it to the final natively

folded conformation, thereby making them less susceptible to aggregation. U, unfolded

state; I, partially structured/folded intermediates; N, globular native form. Figure adapted

from (15).

2



1.1 Osmolytes

The cooperative nature of protein folding is considered to be crucial for avoiding

protein/peptide aggregation. In the two-state model of protein folding (explained in

section 1.1.2), the partially folded intermediate states are small. It has been proposed

that osmolytes aid the cooperative folding of proteins (16). Several studies, have shown

that in the presence of certain osmolytes, long stretches of unstructured or intrinsically

disordered regions/domains of proteins can be correctly folded in a cooperative manner

resulting in conformations that are native-like possessing significant functional activities

(16, 17, 18, 19, 20). Reports of another study by Kumar et al (21) show that a relatively

folded protein with an active globular structure can adopt a more functionally active

conformation in the presence of osmolyte.

However, effects of osmolytes on the protein folding/stability are unique in nature

and could vary with the site of action, the osmotic stress involved and availability of

the substrates and osmolyes (2). There are many intracellular organic osmolytes in

cells, ranging from protecting (eg. N- trimethylamine oxide (TMAO), sucrose, pro-

line) to denaturing (eg. Urea) in action, but effects of differing osmolytes are additive

and specific to cells/tissues (22, 23). For example, the high levels of urea in kidney is

combated by high concentrations of protecting-osmolytes like betaine, sorbitol, glyc-

erophosphocholine, inositol and taurine. The availability of number of osmolytes in

a particular cell may decide the concentration of osmolyte mixtures required to fold

protein present in it into a functionally active conformation. In short, specific cells

utilize specific osmolyte(s) to encourage optimal functioning conformation(s) of certain

proteins (Figure-Fig. 1.2).

3



1. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.2 A model showing osmolyte-induced characteristics in thermodynamic

terms of solvophobic effects. - Osmolytes interact unfavorably with the unfolded or

unstructured states, resulting in preferential depletion of osmolyte proximate to the pro-

tein surface, thereby forcing protein to adopt folded conformation(s). Protein is shown

with green color. In the center, protein is intrinsically disordered or unstructured, and is

surrounded by only water molecules (small blue filled circle). O1, O2, O3, or O4 (shown

by large filled circle, red, green, blue, and purple, respectively) represent the presence of

various osmolytes (Ox). In the presence of each osmolyte, due to sequestering of water

molecules by osmolytes, protein adopts folded conformation, which may have similar or

different overall fold depending upon the nature of osmolyte and protein. The final na-

tively folded conformation of protein may be determined by the sum of these osmolytes.

Effects of these osmolytes on the folding of protein may be additive in nature. Thus, the

availability of number of osmolytes in a particular cell may decide the concentration of

osmolytes required to fold protein into a functionally active conformation.The final out-

come may also be determined by the nature of other interacting macromolecules and small

ligands (if any). Figure adapted from (10).

4



1.1 Osmolytes

1.1.2 Thermodynamics of osmolyte aided protein folding

The two-state model of protein folding (N←→U), is not an ordinary chemical reaction as

no covalent bonds are made or broken in the process of interconversion between natively

folded (N) and unfolded (U) states. Protein denaturation/renaturation is rather a

reequilibration process between the two independent species N and U in solution under

different solvent conditions. Therefore a thermodynamic process of protein folding

can be described in terms of solvent interactions with the unfolded and native states.

Protecting osmolytes push the equilibrium toward N, by raising the free energy of the

unfolded state thereby favoring the folded population, whereas denaturing osmolytes

push the equilibrium toward U, by lowering the free energy of the unfolded state hence

favoring the unfolded population (24).

Based on the transfer Gibbs energy ∆gtr, measurements of amino acid side chains

and backbone from water to osmolyte solutions it has been proposed that the ability

of the osmolytes to stabilize the proteins against denaturing stress originates from

the unfavourable interaction of the osmolyte with the peptide backbone (11, 12, 13,

24). Since unfavourable interactions between solvent component and protein functional

group was traditionally called the solvophobic effect, the interaction in the case of

osmolytes was termed the osmophobic effect (9).

The backbone ∆gtr value is the important factor for measuring the relative denatu-

rating/stabilizing strength of different osmolytes (24). The backbone unit experiences

interactions with the solvent water (reference state). When transferred from water to

an aqueous osmolyte solution these interactions differ due to the presence of molecules

that interact with the backbone thus raising (protecting osmolyte) or lowering (dena-

turing osmolyte) the ∆gtr value relative to the reference state. Considering the well

defined nature of the two solvent system, the resultant ∆gtr arises from differences

between backbone/water and backbone/water/osmolyte interactions which in-turn is

responsible for reequilibrating the native and unfolded species in solution in the ab-

sence/presence of the osmolyte (Figure-Fig. 1.3).

Timothy et al (24) have demonstrated that the transfer free energy of protein back-

bone from water to a water/osmolyte solution, ∆gtr, is negatively correlated with an

osmolyte’s fractional polar surface area. Backbone/solvent interaction energy is a func-

tion of interactant polarity, and the number of energetically equivalent ways of realizing
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Fig. 1.3 A schematic diagram showing protein stabilization brought about by

the action of osmolyte. - Osmolytes act by increasing DG between the natively folded

(Nbuffer) and unfolded ensembles. DG1 is the unfolding Gibbs energy difference between

native and unfolded (Ubuffer) protein in aqueous buffer solution, and DG3 is the Gibbs

energy change for the same reaction in the presence of an osmolyte. Transfer of Nbuffer or

Ubuffer from aqueous buffer to osmolyte solution (Nosmolyte and Uosmolyte, respectively)

raises the DG2 of the unfolded ensemble much more than it does for the natively folded

ensemble (DG4), resulting in a greater stability of the protein in the osmolyte solution

than in aqueous solution. Figure adapted from (10).

a given interaction is a function of interactant surface area. Accordingly at the molecu-

lar level, stabilizing osmolytes are preferentially excluded from backbone polar groups,

whereas denaturing osmolytes are preferentially accumulated there. The reason for

this preferential interactions is that in the presence of stabilizing osmolytes like TMAO

(having three large apolar groups), water is more likely to interact with the backbone

polar groups than the osmolyte itself but in the case of polar molecules like urea (dena-

turing osmolyte) the situation reverses, as the osmolyte has more propensity to interact

with the backbone than water.

It is worth stressing here that osmolyte-induced protein folding is a very weak

protein:osmolyte interaction, and as described above do not occupy any significant

fraction of the backbone surface (9, 25). This essentially allows no competition for
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1.1 Osmolytes

backbone binding sites (25). This also explains how proteins remain unaffected by the

observed high intracellular osmolyte concentrations.

1.1.3 Types of organic osmolytes

As discussed above, based on their intracellular role organic osmolytes can be broadly

classified as protecting and denaturing . Examples for protecting osmolytes are TMAO,

betaine, sucrose, trehalose, sarcosine, sorbitol, proline, and glycerol and for denaturants

are urea and guanidine.

Naturally occurring organic osmolytes can be grouped into few major chemical cate-

gories (1, 5, 22) viz; small carbohydrates including sugars (e.g. trehalose), polyols (glyc-

erol, inositols, sorbitol, etc.) and derivatives (such as o-methyl-inositol); amino acids

(glycine, proline, taurine, etc.) and derivatives (e.g. ectoine); methylamines (such as N-

trimethylamine oxide (TMAO) and betaine (N-trimethyl glycine), glycerophosphoryl-

choline) and methylsulfonium solutes including dimethylsulfonopropionate (DMSP);

and urea. Except urea (a naturally occurring metabolite used by some animals) these

compounds are widespread in occurrence across plant and animal kingdoms .

In simple terms, osmolytes are solvent additives that mainly act as stabilizing co-

solutes for proteins by affecting the solvent properties of water as related to protein

polarity and protein diffusion. Two such osmolytes used in this work viz., Carnosine

(an endogenous dipeptide) and Heparan Sulfate (a natural glycosaminoglycan) both of

which have been shown to interact and regulate the activities of several proteins are

discussed below.

1.1.3.1 Carnosine

Carnosine (β-alanyl-L-histidine) (Figure-Fig. 1.4) is a naturally-occurring, histidine-

containing dipeptide present in human brain, kidneys, innervated tissues and eye-lens

at concentrations as high as 20mM (26). It acts as a protective agent in such long-lived

tissues and is considered to be of potential biochemical and therapeutic significance.

Carnosine has been studied in the realm of its antioxidant activities and biological

buffering capacity, preventing damage to many biological structures and protecting cells

against osmotic shock, oxidative stress or toxic effects of metabolites and free radicals.

Carnosine has also been proposed to function as a neurotransmitter, immunomodulator,

antiradiation agent, anti-senescence agent, metal ion chelator, wound healing agent, and
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antiglycating agent inhibiting sugar mediated protein cross-linking (27, 28, 29, 30, 31,

32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41). As is evident from literature, this molecule is being

vastly studied in the realm of its biological activities as a co-solvent and its therapeutic

potential is being examined with scrutiny.

Fig. 1.4 Chemical structure of carnosine - β-alanyl-L-histidine

1.1.3.2 Heparan sulfate

Both Heparin and Heparan sulfate (HS) are members of a family of polyanionic, poly-

disperse, linear polysaccharides called glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), which perform a

variety of crucial biological functions and have been extensively employed as therapeu-

tic agents (42). Heparin and HS-GAGs are structurally related and synthesized in the

Golgi by the same biosynthetic enzymes and differ only in the composition of N and

O-sulfo groups (Heparan having higher density than HS) (43). They are made up of

repeating uronic acidglucosamine disaccharides with as many as 32 different disaccha-

ride building blocks comprising >1014 possible sequences for an icosasaccharide chain

with a great structural diversity (Figure-Fig. 1.5). Heparan sulfate proteoglycans are

expressed by virtually all mammalian cells, and depending on the core protein, they

may either be associated with the cell surface or deposited in the extracellular matrix

(44). HS interact with a wide array of proteins, modulating their biological activities

but the specificity or affinity of these interactions is still an area of debate.

A study (45) using heparin as a cosolvent reported that this polyanion can prevent

creatine kinase aggregation and another study by Park et al (46) reported that heparin

partially blocked FAS aggregation when added at a low concentration and it stimulated

aggregation at higher concentrations. Other studies (47, 48, 49, 50) have shown that

HS is a universal component of amyloid and is perhaps playing an important role in
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1.2 Protein misfolding and amyloid forming proteins

amyloid generation by promoting fibrillogenesis. A recent study by Relini et al (49)

showed that heparin promotes β-2 Microglobulin aggregation in solution at pH 6.4.

Given the structural diversity, ubiquitous presence and the multitude of possible

heparan/heparan sulfate-protein interactions in biology it is justifiable to think that it

plays an important role in the protein folding/unfolding process in a variety of ways.

!!!"#$%&!'()*(+,( -#&.#/0(!'()*(+,(

Fig. 1.5 Major and minor disaccharide repeating units in heparan sulfate -

X=H or SO3
-, Y=Ac, SO3

-, or H

1.2 Protein misfolding and amyloid forming proteins

1.2.1 Protein folding energy landscape- from folding to “misfolding”

Protein folding is the mechanism by which a polypeptide chain attains its unique func-

tional three-dimensional structure. Although theoretically a single protein can exist in

an infinite number of ways based on the spatial rearrangement of its chemical groups

and functionality, in physiological conditions majority of proteins populate the confor-

mation with the highest functionality, termed the “native” state.

The cooperative nature of protein folding in which the locally folded parts of the

protein fold together to stabilize the overall native structure is represented by the funnel

shaped energy landscape model (14, 51) (Figure-Fig. 1.6). Proteins are described as

following several routes within this funnel to reach their native state conformation. The

local roughness of the funnel reflects transient trapping of the protein configurations

in local free energy minima. Random fluctuations in the unfolded or partially folded

states drive this reaction as different native as well as non-native contacts are sampled.

Native interactions between residues are assumed to be more stable than non-native

contacts, and as such contacts form, the number of available conformations are reduced,
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driving the polypeptide chain towards the native structure. The native conformation

thus formed may undergo further structural changes by virtue of its biological functions.

Fig. 1.6 Energy landscape schematic diagrams. - Left, a smooth energy landscape.

Right, a rugged energy landscape. “N” indicates the native conformation taken from (52).

In general, small single domain proteins up to 100 amino acids in length fold to their

native state by a smooth, two-state mechanism (separated by a single transition barrier

between the ensemble of unfolded structures and native state) (53, 54) on a sub-second

timescale (Figure-Fig. 1.6) and proteins larger than ∼100 residues in length fold on a

much rougher energy surface in which several folding intermediates are populated on

its way to the native state. This is because larger protein chains have a higher tendency

to collapse in an aqueous solvent, resulting in the formation of compact states that may

contain substantial elements of native-like structure containing both native and non-

native contacts. Reorganization of these inter-residue contacts may involve a high free-

energy barrier, leading to the transient population of partially folded or ‘intermediate

states. Such species can be productive for folding (on-pathway), or trapped such that

the native structure cannot be reached without substantial reorganizational events (the

intermediate is off-pathway).

For both small and large proteins, the surface of the folding funnel is unique for a

specific polypeptide sequence under a particular set of conditions and is determined by

both thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the folding polypeptide chain. Partially

folded states on this landscape may be intrinsically prone to aggregation and favorable

intermolecular contacts may lead to their association and ultimately to protein misfold-

ing. The minimum energy reached by this “misfolded state” is similar to that reached
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by the native protein and the assembly of misfolded monomers may attain a very high

stability. (55) (Figure-Fig. 1.7).

Fig. 1.7 Schematic representation of the different states involved in protein

folding displayed as a function of the configuration of the atoms in the energy

landscape funnel - The multiple states of the unfolded protein located at the top fall

into a folding funnel consisting of a very large number of local minima, each of which

describes possible folding arrangements in the protein. Most of these states represent

transient folding intermediates in the process of attaining the correct native fold. Some

of these intermediates retain a more stable structure such as the molten globule, whereas

other local minima act as folding traps irreversibly capturing the protein in a misfolded

state. Figure adapted from (55).

Inside the living system this relatively stable state, especially if oligomeric is some-

times very robust and not dissolved by proteolysis (normal physiologic response to

misfolded proteins), and hence aggregates to give rise to several pathologies collectively

termed amyloidoses. Amyloidoses have been traditionally defined as diseases in which

normally soluble proteins accumulate in the extracellular space of various tissues as

insoluble deposits of fibrils that are rich in β-sheet structure and have characteristic

dye-binding properties (56). About 30 diseases are known today which comply to the

typical characteristics of amyloidoses (57).
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1.2.2 Amyloidoses and amyloid proteins

Amyloidoses are the largest group of protein misfolding diseases characterized by the

conversion of peptides or proteins from their soluble functional states into highly orga-

nized fibrillar aggregates showing a cross-beta super-secondary structure termed “amy-

loid” (Figure-Fig. 1.8) The amyloidoses differ in their protein precursors undergoing

aggregation, the target organs involved in amyloid deposition and, consequently, in

their clinical features (58). To date, at least 28 different proteins have been identified

as causative agents of amyloid diseases (59) affecting either the central nervous system

or a variety of peripheral tissues. These conditions include Alzheimers, Parkinsons and

the prion diseases, several forms of fatal systemic amyloidosis, and at least one condi-

tion associated with medical intervention (haemodialysis) which makes it important in

the context of human health and welfare (60).

Fig. 1.8 A molecular model of an amyloid fibril. - The fibril consists of four

protofilaments that twist around one another to form a hollow tube with a diameter of

approximately 6 nm. The model illustrates one way in which regions of the polypeptide

chain involved in β-sheet formation could be assembled within the fibrils taken from (14).

This thesis work revolves around three proteins exhibiting pathological aggegation

viz. the eye-lens protein α-crystallin which upon aggregation and precipitation gives

rise to cataract, the Amyloidβ-peptide a major constituent of the Alzheimer’s amyloid

plaques and β2-microglobulin the protein responsible for dialysis related amyloidosis.

As is the case with other amyloid forming proteins, despite the lack of common features

in terms of sequence, structure, function or site of action all of them form fibrillar

aggregates with the typical cross-β structure in which continuous β-sheets are formed

with β-strands running perpendicular to the long axis of the fibril (61, 62). These three
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proteins in the context of amyloidosis and its pathological manifestations are described

in the following subsections.

1.2.2.1 α-Crystallin and the cataractous eye lens

The normal functionality of the eye lens is maintained by a set of proteins called

crystallins. The α, β and γ crystallins together maintain the stability and transparency

of the eye lens. These proteins are laid down in the foetal lens and thereafter the

turnover rate is almost zero (63). There is also very little metabolic activity in the

lens fibre cells and as a result, crystallin proteins at the centre (nucleus) of the lens

are as old as the individual. Clearly the lens crystallins are highly stable proteins and

are organized in a supramolecular β-sheet structure(64). The liquid-like short range

order present in highly concentrated solutions of the crystallin proteins in the lens

is thought to be responsible for its transparency. This, together with the absence of

cellular organelles makes it a medium with high refractive index and ensures the proper

focusing of light onto the retina.

α-Crystallin is the major structural eye-lens protein. It is a member of the small

heat-shock (sHsp) family of intracellular molecular chaperone proteins which interact

with partially folded proteins to prevent their mutual association and possible precip-

itation (65, 66, 67). As a result of this ability, in addition to its structural role in the

lens, α-crystallin prevents the aggregation of other lens crystallins (including itself) and

acts with various proteins against aggregation induced by heating, chaotropic agents,

reduction, and chemical modification (64, 68, 69). In its native form α-crystallin is

composed of two closely related subunits, namely αA and αB, each being ∼20 kDa,

but occurs as a highly heterogenous oligomer with a mass range from 300 kDa to 1000

kDa. In the human lens, the αA to αB ratio is 3:1, although this ratio varies with age.

Apart from the lens, the αB subunit is expressed extensively in many other tissues,

including the brain, lung, and cardiac and skeletal muscle (70) where it functions solely

as a molecular chaperone.

Although the crystallin proteins are highly durable and resistant to aggregation,

there is a gradual effect of a combination of destabilizing factors with age (extensive

post-translational modification like truncation, phosphorylation, oxidation, deamida-

tion and racemization as well as changes in cellular conditions) that results in eventual
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aggregation and precipitation of crystallin proteins out of solution(71, 72). This ulti-

mately leads to the development of age-related cataract, a condition defined as opacity

of the lens, which is a leading cause of vision impairment worldwide and the reason

behind ∼40-80% of the estimated 45 million cases of blindness that occur across human

race (73, 74).

There are two possible mechanisms described in literature for cataractogenesis (75).

First one is a condensation phenomenon whereby opacity results from loss of solubility

of the crystallins and the second mechanism describes cataract as a conformational

disorder resulting from unfolding/destabilization of the crystallin proteins. There have

been studies supporting both these mechanisms but of relavance to this thesis is the

second hypothesis which highlights the amyloid forming propensity of the crystallin

proteins. In one of the studies on murine cataract (76), the investigators identified

the presence of intranuclear filamentous inclusions in vivo that stain with the amyloid-

detecting dye Congo Red and a ready assembly of the mutant γBnop-crystallin into

amyloid fibrils in vitro under conditions where the wild-type protein remained soluble.

This made them conclude that amyloid deposition by a γBnop-crystallin was perhaps

the cause of the cataract. Later, Meehan (75) and coworkers demonstrated that all

three classes of wild-type bovine crystallin proteins, including the molecular chaperone

α-crystallin, are capable of forming amyloid fibrils when subject to unfolding conditions

in vitro. They explain the amyloid conversion of crystallins resulting from the strain of

longevity under destabilizing conditions over many years, along with the diminishing

chaperone ability of α-crystallin in old age as the possible cause of cataract.

Despite the widespread nature of this disease, there are no drops or medications

to prevent or reverse cataracts. The only treatment available at present is surgical

removal of the cloudy lens and replacement with a plastic intraocular lens (73). At a

time when cataract induced blindness keeps increasing in poorer regions of the world

and the waiting list for cataract surgery in public hospitals gets longer around the

globe, a drug developed to treat or reverse cataract could come as a boon to mankind

in protecting his sense of sight. A better understanding of the intracellular environment

of the eye lens and the molecular mechanism of cataract formation could be directed

towards finding a potential molecular drug target endogenous to the eye yet effective

in halting/reversing this age-related protein aggregation disease of the eye-lens.
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1.2.2.2 β-Amyloid peptide and the Alzheimer’s brain

Amyloid beta (Aβ or Abeta) is a peptide normally produced as a soluble, non-toxic

metabolic product of the Amyloid precursor protein (APP) (77, 78). It is generated by

cleavage of APP at two locations by proteases denoted as the β- and γ-secretases. The

initial proteolysis by the β-secretase results in a residual C-terminal fragment containing

the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of APP, which undergoes an additional,

intramembranous cleavage by a γ-secretase to release Aβ. The γ-secretase cleavage site

is heterogeneous and produces Aβ fragments that can vary in length from 39-42 residues

(79, 80). However, the two predominant species are peptides 1-40 (Aβ40) and 1-42

(Aβ42). Although Aβ is most commonly known in association with Alzheimer’s disease

(AD), its non-disease functions include activation of kinase enzymes (81), protection

against oxidative stress(82, 83), regulation of cholesterol transport (84, 85), functioning

as a transcription factor (86, 87) and anti-microbial activity(88). A structural transition

of the polypeptide chain from the native to β aggregate conformation is a signature of

disease.

In Alzhemeir’s disease Aβ aggregates and accumulates in the brain as diffuse and

compact plaques (89). Diffuse plaques are not associated with degenerative changes,

whereas compact plaques composed of insoluble βA fibrils are associated with patholog-

ical changes in the surrounding brain parenchyma, a crucial step that ultimately leads

to Alzhemeir’s disease as explained by the amyloid cascade hypothesis (90, 91, 92, 93).

The hypothesis that underwent modifications over the past twenty years currently sug-

gests that the synaptotoxicity and neurotoxicity of Alzhemeir’s may be mediated by

intermediary soluble toxic oligomers of multimeric amyloid-β peptide species. The dy-

namic nature of these species and the poorly defined mechanism (or mechanisms) of

toxicity are challenges facing the pharmaceutical industry. In fact, several therapeu-

tics that were purported to reduce amyloid-β production or aggregation have failed in

Phase III clinical testing, making the amyloid cascade hypothesis a topic of debate and

controversies.

Amidst the trials and controversies surrounding the pharmaceutical research for

Alzhemeir’s, it continues to be the leading cause of dementia worldwide. The global

prevalence of dementia is estimated to be as high as 24 million, and is predicted to

double every 20 years through to 2040 (94). Alzheimer’s is predicted to affect 1 in
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85 people globally by 2050, which would be a costly burden of disease(95). Most

often, AD is diagnosed in people over 65 years of age (96), although the less-prevalent

early-onset Alzheimer’s can occur much earlier. The disease is characterized by a

progressive decline in cognitive function, which typically begins with deterioration in

memory and eventually ends in death. In the years following diagnosis the patient

develops behavioral and psychiatric problems and gradually loses bodily functions.

Before death, individuals have usually become dependent on caregivers. On average,

the life expectancy following diagnosis is approximately seven years (97)

With the ageing of society (considered as an important social problem) and AD

being a degenerative disease affecting the elderly population, finding a cure for AD

is an urgent research priority. Interventions that could delay or prevent the onset

of AD would have an enormous positive public health impact. Any successful ther-

apeutic strategy would help in reducing individual and societal burden and financial

costs caused by this disease. Current therapies for AD provide only mild, transient

symptomatic relief. An apparent unmet need exists for improved drugs, which could

be based on novel molecular targets that modify the underlying course of the disease.

Also, screening any naturally occurring metabolic product found in normal brain tissue

for its role in regulating amyloid-β production, facilitating its clearance or preventing

its misfolding could be worthwhile in addressing the etiology of this devastating disease

and go towards designing a natural therapeutic molecule.

1.2.2.3 β-2 Microglobulin and the related osteoarthropathies

β2-microglobulin (β2m) is a minor plasma protein found associated with the major

histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) heavy chain. (98). It is a 11.7 kDa protein,

necessary for the cell surface expression of MHC class I complex and the stability of the

peptide binding groove of the complex. β2m is secreted from the plasma membranes

as a result of the continuous regeneration of membrane proteins in the cell surface of

all nucleated cells. The concentration of free β2m in the serum is regulated by the

equilibrium between its dissociation from the MHC-I complex and its clearance via

glomerular filtration. Therefore, the reduced efficiency of the glomerular filtration in

renal failures leads to an increase up to 30 or 60 times of the levels of circulating β2m

in the serum (99).
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Dialysis Related Amyloidosis (DRA) is a complication of critical kidney disease,

in which circulating β2m (which is inefficiently removed by hemodialysis or continu-

ous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis) deposits as amyloid plaques in osteoarticular sites,

synovial membranes and in some visceral organs. The complication occurs gradually,

especially in older adults subjected to dialysis for more than five years. Deposited

amyloid plaques induce various destructive osteoarthropathies such as carpal tunnel

syndrome, atherosclerosis, flexor tenosinovitis, subchondral bone cysts and erosions as

well as pathological fractures (99, 100). Visceral involvement (101) has been reported

in organs like heart, gastrointestinal tract and tongue with rare manifestations.

The overall incidence and prevalence of DRA are not clear but reports say that one-

third of patients are affected after less than four yeas of undergoing hemodialysis and

90% after more than seven years (102). Risk factors include the time of dialysis, the type

of dialysis membrane used and the age of the patient at the onset of dialysis. There is no

known cure, however in patients who are able to undergo renal transplantation disease

progress is halted but regression is unlikely. Apart from the disabling musculoskeletal

complications there have been rare cases of massive gastrointestinal bleeding due to

submucosal bowel deposits and reports of severe pulmonary hypertension and heart

failure due to β-2-microglobulin amyloid deposits in the interstitium and/or vasculature

of the cardiovascular system.

DRA is the third example of amyloidosis addressed in this thesis. Although the

prevalence and incidence of this disease is lesser than the two mentioned in the previ-

ous subsections, it is a major concern for the sect of population suffering from renal

failure and thereby undergoing dialysis. As is the case with the other two, we see that

DRA also has a tendency to affect the elderly. This makes us speculate if there is some

endogenous component(s) aiding protein folding in normal conditions, whose concen-

trations reduce with age thereby causing certain proteins to misfold, aggregate and give

rise to pathological manifestations. A good guess would be intracellular osmolytes, both

protective and denaturing, the physiological balance between them in different tissues

and their relative concentrations with age. The hypothesis is very vague and needs to

be thoroughly tested before coming to any conclusions, but cannot completely be ruled

out. It is worth recalling here that the endogenous dipeptide carnosine, is seen in very

high concentrations in the eyes, brain and kidneys and that its levels in these tissues

decrease with age.
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1.3 Possible roles of osmolytes in amyloidosis

Despite the lack of identifiable common features in the sequences and structures of

the proteins implicated in the different amyloid diseases, the fibrillar aggregates asso-

ciated with them are all characterized by a high degree of structural order and high

intermolecular β-sheet content (103, 104, 105, 106). It has therefore been postulated

that there is a common underlying mechanism of formation of the various fibrillar ag-

gregates (15). Moreover, there is an increasing number of evidence in support of the

hypothesis that the ability to form amyloid structures with ordered intermolecular β-

sheets is an inherent property of polypeptide chains and therefore all proteins, at least

in principle, have the potential to form such structures under appropriate conditions

(15, 105, 107, 108, 109).

This implication has profound consequences for understanding the fundamental

origins of the deposition of proteins in diseases (60). It points out to a generalized

mechanism of protein misfolding and regulation processes that efficiently maintain the

dynamic equilibrium between the various states adopted by polypeptides upon their

biosynthesis (including aggregates and their precursors) and conditions that lead to

build-up of certain precursor species nucleating their rapid aggregation. Aggregates

could result from impairment of specific cellular functions such as the ability to clear

misfolded proteins or protein aggregates, or from changes in the intracellular environ-

ment such as a decrease in ambient pH or in the antioxidant defences or an increase

in the macromolecular crowding. There have been studies showing that the increase in

macromolecular crowding as a result of ageing (110) or of progression through the cell

cycle (111) may perturb the folding and binding of proteins favouring more compact

states of macromolecules, increasing the population of aggregated and precursor species.

In this regard it has been shown that every type of cell is equipped with mechanisms de-

signed to maintain or to restore cellular volume, water content, and/or turgor pressure

in response to any changes in the composition of the extracellular fluid (112). Unfolded

protein response, heat shock proteins, molecular chaperones and osmolytes are all part

of the effective quality control mechanisms adapted by cells to prevent aggregation

or accumulation of aggregated proteins thereby helping the smooth functioning of the

system.
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Schein (113) has reviewed the effects of osmolytes on proteins and on the solvent

properties of water as related to protein polarity and protein diffusion. Osmolytes as

solvent additives can favorably affect protein stability and solubility by changing the

viscosity and surface tension of water, reducing the exposure of hydrophobic surfaces

thus facilitating the formation of protein hydrophobic collapse, changing the isoelectric

points of proteins and affecting the susceptibility to proteases. Results of the studies

(45, 114, 115) conducted on the effect of osmolytes in proteins refolding together suggest

that although the protective effect of osmolytes on protein activity and structure is equal

for different osmolytes, the ability of osmolytes to facilitate the refolding of various

proteins differs from case to case. A quick review of literature on the implications of

carnosine and HS in amyloidosis is discussed below.

1.3.1 Carnosine

Carnosine is a versatile molecule studied by researchers all around the world for its

various biological properties as an antioxidant, immunomodulator, and neuroprotec-

tor against free radicals (35, 38, 116). Although there are several studies showing

the therapeutic effect of carnosine in treating gastric ulcer and burns, lowering blood

pressure and protecting the brain from ischemia/reperfusion injury (117) etc., much

interest has been on establishing this molecule as an anti-senescense drug by exploiting

its free radical scavenging activity (118). Aging is intimately associated with oxy-

gen free-radical-induced damage to cells, which leads to instability and malfunction

of cells and consequently to the occurrence of aging and senile diseases. Diseases like

atherosclerosis, diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease and senile cataract are all related to free

radical induced damage. There have been studies addressing the roles of carnosine as

a therapeutic agent against such senile diseases.

We have already seen that the fibrillar form of Aβ is a defining feature of Alzheimer’s

disease (AD). Aβ is known to increase oxidative stress in endothelial cells and smooth

muscle cells of cerebral blood vessels, which accumulate the peptide during AD (119). It

inhibits endothelial cell replication and is directly toxic to both peripheral and cerebral

vascular endothelium. In the brain, Aβ could result in impairment of the blood-brain

barrier. Preston et al. (35) studied the protection by carnosine from toxic effect of trun-

cated form of Aβ on immortalized rat brain vascular endothelial cells (RBE4). Using

a mitochondria dehydrogenase activity reduction assay, lactate dehydrogenase release,
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and glucose consumption, they found that addition of 20 mM carnosine immediately

before Aβ treatment significantly protected the cells from toxic effects of 200 and 300

µg/ml of Aβ. They postulate that the mechanism of carnosine protection lies in its

antiglycating and antioxidant activities, both of which are implicated in neuronal and

endothelial cell damage during AD.

Wang et al (118) investigated the curative effect of carnosine on senile cataract

by administrating eye drops containing 20mM carnosine to 96 patients aged 60 years

having senile cataract of various degrees of maturity, with the duration of the disease

from 2 to 21 years. Based on the level of eyesight improvement and the change of lens

transparency they reported that carnosine gave a pronounced effect on primary senile

cataract with the effective rate being 100%. For mature senile cataract, the effective rate

reported was 80% and positive effects were also observed with other types of cataract.

They concluded that carnosine has the potential of being a drug to prevent and treat

senile cataract and to delay eyesight senescence. At a molecular level, Attanasio and

coworkers (120) have shown invitro that both L and D enantiomers of carnosine are ca-

pable of inhibiting α-crystallin fibrillation and of restoration of the chaperone activity

of α-crystallin lost after denaturant and/or heat stress.They also found a disassembling

effect of carnosine on α-crystallin amyloid fibrils and demonstrated the ability of carno-

sine to restore most of the lens transparency in organ-cultured rat lenses exposed to

similar denaturing conditions that were used for in vitro experiments.

A study by Kang et al (121) stated that carnosine can efficiently inhibit the oligomerzi-

ation of both wild type and mutant alpha-synuclein. α-synuclein is a major component

of Lewy bodies that are found in the brains of patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD).

Another recent study (122) reported that carnosine inhibited the β-sheet formation

and neurotoxicity of synthetic prion protein PrP106-126.

1.3.2 Heparan Sulfate

Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) are ubiquitous macromolecules associated with

the cell surface and extracellular matrix (ECM) of mammalian tissues. HS interacts

with a multitude of proteins and plays important roles not only in development and

homeostasis, but also in pathological processes (123, 124) thereby making it an im-

portant molecule for pharmaceutical research. Studies have shown that HS directly

interacts with amyloid proteins in vitro and investigations of in vivo amyloid deposits
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have shown that HS is a co-deposit in all types of amyloids (125). Although there is a

lot of evidence suggesting an important role for HS in amyloidosis its exact functions

in the pathogenesis of amyloidosis is not clear.

It has been proposed that HS may promote formation of the nidus and/or protofil-

ament around which amyloid fibrillogenesis takes place and impart stability to the

amyloid fibril in vivo (126). This hypothesis was supported by the marked increase in

fibrillogenesis in vitro exerted by HS or its analogue heparin on various amyloidogenic

polypeptides including Aβ (127, 128), tau (129, 130), PrP (131), and β2m (48, 49).

Also, fibril formation of β2m was found to involve GAGS. Rellini et al (49) have pointed

out that Heparin has a strong enhancing effect on β2m fibril formation in the presence

of collagen. Another study demonstrated that HS is an important cell surface factor

mediating uptake of Aβ140, and the uptake event coincides with Aβ cytotoxicity (132)

Based on the studies so far, there is a proposition that HS may function as a

scaffold to facilitate amyloid deposition (133) Understanding the molecular mechanism

of HS-amyloid interaction in vivo will help us to get a better idea about the onset and

progress of amyloid deposition. HS and HSPG may be functionally engaged in amyloid

deposition through common mechanisms, but they can also exert distinct functions in

other aspects of amyloid pathology, for example, cell toxicity (134).
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2

NMR as a Tool to Study

Protein-Osmolyte Interactions

Apart from its widely recognized role in the structural characterization of biological

macromolecules, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a unique tool to

study molecular interactions in solution. Today, bio-molecular NMR has re-invented

itself as an essential technique to characterize events of molecular recognition by pro-

viding us quantitative information on molecular flexibility and dynamics. Ever since

the disclosure of the “Structure Activity Relationship (SAR) by NMR” (135) method

in literature, by the group at Abbott Laboratories in 1996, NMR techniques have been

applied in a systematic way to screen for target binding ligands in pharmaceutical

research.

Any small molecule in solution reversibly interacting with the binding domain of

a macromolecule shows notable differences in its relaxation behavior and molecular

mobility characteristics, that are exploited in NMR-based techniques used to identify

and characterize protein-ligand interactions. These techniques (136, 137, 138, 139, 140,

141, 142, 143, 144) involve chemical shift perturbation, differential line broadening,

transferred NOE, and pulsed field gradient diffusion measurements in solution mixtures.

The macromolecule studied can be a protein or nucleic acid and the ligand of interest

may be an organic molecule, a peptide, a carbohydrate, or a combination of these. The

measurements are usually performed in aqueous (mostly buffered) solutions that are

fairly close to those found in biological systems which makes it easy to add ligands and

observe the effects that these ligands have on the target macromolecule.
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NMR-based interaction studies can be can be roughly subdivided into two groups,

namely; those in which the focus is on the macromolecule spectrum and the changes

in chemical shift by ligand titration is followed, and those in which the NMR signals of

the usually low molecular weight-ligand and its behavior upon binding to the target is

observed.

The first approach that uses techniques involving protein (macromolecule) detec-

tion, exploit the site-specific information afforded by assigned protein NMR spectra

along with a priori knowledge of its 3D structure (either from X-ray diffraction or

NMR). For this, the use of large amounts of labeled protein and the access to high

magnetic fields is required. Chemical shift alterations due to ligand interaction can

be easily followed by 2D 1H correlation experiments or Heteronuclear Single Quantum

Coherence (HSQC) experiments with 15N-labeled or/and 13C-labeled proteins and by

identifying binding-induced perturbations of assigned protein resonances, ligands can

be identified and their binding sites can be localized. However in this case, NMR is

limited by the size of the protein, need for over-expressing and purifying milligram

(mg) quantities of soluble, non-aggregating, protein which should be stable throughout

the battery of multi resonance experiments followed by the time consuming process

of resonance assignments. For these reasons, target-based detection methods are nor-

mally used for proteins with solved structures and the less time-consuming ligand-based

detection approach is generally used for novel protein-ligand binding characterization

studies.

The major attractions of the ligand-based approaches (145, 146, 147) in addition

to lesser experimental time are that spectra can be easily recorded by low magnetic

field spectrometers using samples with small amounts of unlabeled protein and prior

knowledge of the resonance assignment of the protein is not needed. Since ligand-based

methods can compare the NMR parameters (variations in peak intensities, relaxation

behavior, diffusion or saturation transfer) of a single or a mixture of compounds in the

presence and absence of the receptor molecules, the size of the protein receptor becomes

irrelevant. In fact the techniques are more sensitive when dealing with larger molecular

weight proteins.

Four such methods that I have used to study the interaction behaviour of the

osmolyte carnosine with α-crystallin and Aβ-peptide, namely Saturation Transfer Dif-

ference (STD), Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY), Nuclear Overhauser effect
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2.1 Saturation transfer difference (STD) spectroscopy

spectroscopy (NOESY) and Total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) are described in

the following sections.

2.1 Saturation transfer difference (STD) spectroscopy

STD (148, 149, 150, 151, 152) is a key method to identify and characterize ligand-

receptor interactions and is based on the transfer of saturation from the protein to

the bound ligand. Macromolecules like proteins have a large system of protons tightly

coupled by dipole dipole interactions. The longitudinal relaxation rate of protons in pro-

teins is dominated by cross relaxation rate (σintra). As the name suggests, STD takes

the difference of two experiments (Figure-Fig. 2.1). In a first experiment (‘on-resonance’

experiment), one selectively saturates the various receptor proton magnetizations via

a train of selective radio-frequency (rf) pulses. The rf train (usually a cascade of soft

Gaussian pulses) is applied to a frequency window that contains receptor resonances,

but lacks resonances from the ligands (e.g. 0.0 to -1.0 ppm for proteins). The sat-

uration propagates from the point of application to other receptor protons through

spin-diffusion via the vast network of intramolecular 1H-1H cross-relaxation pathways.

This is quite efficient due to the larger molecular weight of the receptor. If a ligand

resides in the binding site of the protein, saturation may be transferred progressively

to this ligand (σinter), by intermolecular 1H-1H cross relaxation at the ligand-receptor

interface. Protons which are close in space to the protein surface (e.g. proton Ha in

Figure-Fig. 2.1) receive higher degree of saturation, while protons that are not in in-

timate contact with the protein (e.g. protons Hb and Hc in Figure-Fig. 2.1) receive

little or no saturation. They then dissociate back into free solution where the saturated

state persists due to the small free state R1 relaxation values. At the same time, more

‘fresh’ ligand exchanges on and off the receptor while saturation energy continues to

enter the system through the sustained application of rf. Thus, saturated free ligands

accumulate during the saturation time.

A complementary reference experiment (‘off-resonance’ experiment) is then recorded

that applies the identical rf train far off-resonance; thereby not perturbing any NMR

resonances. The ‘on-resonance’ and ‘off-resonance’ experiments are recorded in an in-

terleaved fashion and subtracted. The resulting difference spectrum yields only those
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resonances that have experienced saturation which includes precisely the protein re-

ceptor and the binding compound resonances. The receptor resonances are not visible

because of their minimal concentration and because of R2 relaxation-filtering (T1ρ) just

prior to detection. The result is a simple 1D 1H spectrum that reveals only the binding

compounds. In order to improve the spectrum the solvent signal is also suppressed.

Fig. 2.1 Scheme showing principle of the STD NMR method. - Target protein

is saturated with a cascade of selective pulses. Saturation is transferred quickly through

the protein mediated by spin diffusion. A ligand binding that is in fast exchange with

the target protein receives saturation from the protein. Ligand protons that are in close

contact with the protein (Ha) receive more saturation than ligand protons that are solvent

exposed (Hc) indicated by the colour scheme of the moiety. Protons from a non-binding

ligand (Ha’ , Hb’ and Hc’ ) do not receive any saturation from the protein and are therefore

not attenuated in the on-resonance spectrum. Subtraction of the on -resonance and off -

resonance spectrum reveals the final difference spectrum (STD) showing only signals from

binding ligand protons that are in close proximity with the protein surface. Protons that

are exposed to solvent (Hc) show none or weak STD NMR intensity and protons from non-

binding ligands (Ha’, Hb’ and Hc’ ) do not show any STD NMR signals.Figure adapted

from (151).

The efficiency of ligand saturation largely depends on several factors, such as the

disassociation rate constant, concentration ratio of ligand and target, saturation dura-

tion, irradiation offset and protein properties (like molecular tumbling rate) and the
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rate of saturation depends on protein mobility, ligand/protein complex lifetime, and

geometry.

An example of a pulse sequence of an STD experiment is given below in Figure-

Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.2 An example of an STD pulse sequence - The upper and lower staffs show

proton rf and field gradient pulses, respectively. Selective rf saturation occurs for a time

TSAT = 1-3s by a train of N frequency selective rf pulses (e.g. 50 ms Gaussian or 50ms

Eburp 90◦ pulses separated by an interpulse delay of 1 ms). Two experiments are per-

formed, which apply saturation on and off resonance with receptor protons in an interleaved

fashion. The 1D signals are stored in separate locations, and their spectral differences are

taken via inverting the receiver phase. A WATERGATE-5 readout sequence polls the

residual z magnetization. Suppression of receptor signals is achieved by relaxation filtering

during the spin-echo delay ∆ and the optional R1ρ = 1/T1ρ spin-lock. An optional water

flipback 90◦ pulse precedes the first hard 90◦ pulse (e.g. 2 ms Seduce-1 90◦ pulse). Phase

cycling is as follows: Φ1 = (16x, 16−x);Φ2 = (x, y,−x,−y);Φ3 = (4x, 4y, 4−x, 4−y);ΦSL =

y; andΦrec = 2(x,−x, x,−x,−x, x,−x, x), 2(−x, x,−x, x, x,−x, x,−x).Φrecflips180◦ be-

tween the on and off resonance spectra. Figure adapted from (153).

2.2 Diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY)

Molecules in a solution exhibit random translational motion (brownian motion) by

virtue of their internal kinetic energy. Self-diffusion of a molecule depends on its size

and shape in solution and is altered upon binding to a large receptor. This makes the

determination of self-diffusion coefficients (154) an important methodology for molecu-

lar interaction studies in solution. Pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR diffusion experi-
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ments (155) is one such powerful technique used to measure the translational diffusion

of both small molecules and macromolecules and for identifying, quantifying, and map-

ping ligand-protein interactions in drug discovery . It is a non-invasive, cheap and

easy method that can obtain physical, chemical and qualitative information about the

components in the sample mixture.

The basic principle (156, 157) of diffusion edited NMR experiments is that the ap-

pication of externally controlled magnetic field gradients G to a sample in an NMR

probe in the same direction as the dominant magnetic field B0, will induce a change in

the magnetization M as the molecules diffuse to different regions of the gradient. The

gradients spatially encode the position of each nuclear spin. This spatial distribution

can be decoded after waiting a short time by applying a second gradient. If the waiting

time is very short between the encoding and decoding gradients the spins will not have

had a chance to change position and in turn the magnetization will refocus without a

net phase change. However the spins that have moved during the waiting time between

the encoding and decoding steps will acquire a net phase change. The summation of

the accumulated phases over the entire sample will lead to partial cancellation of the

observable magnetization and hence an attenuation of the NMR signal. This signal

attenuation is dependent on the strength of the applied gradients, the time between

the gradients (diffusion time) and the diffusion coefficient of the molecules under study.

In a typical Diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR experiment the signal de-

cays exponentially leading to two dimensions; one dimension accounts for conventional

chemical shift and the other for diffusion behaviour.

Since the diffusion behaviour of a molecule in solution depends on various properties

such as size, shape, mass and charge as well as its surrounding environment, including

solution temperature and aggregation state, it is possible to seperate each component

in a mixture solely based on its diffusion coefficient in the diffusion dimension of the

two-dimensional DOSY experiment.

We know that the diffusion coefficient is related to the size of a molecule by the

Stokes-Einstein equation as,

D= kBT/f where kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature and f is the

friction coefficient. For the simple case of a spherical particle of a hydrodynamic radius

Rh in a solvent of viscosity η, the friction factor is given by f = 6 π η Rh.

A pulse sequence of a simple PFG NMR experiment is given below in Figure-Fig. 2.3.
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2.2 Diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY)

Fig. 2.3 The Stejskal and Tanner PFG spin echo pulse sequence. - On
1H the thin black solid line denotes a 90◦ pulse and the thick solid black line denotes a

180◦. Gz gradients for coding and decoding are denoted by a sine bell. Figure taken from

Bruker Manual: Measuring Diffusion by NMR

In this experiment a gradient is applied right after the first 90 degree pulse has

been executed. The spins experience a change in the phase angle proportionate to the

amplitude of the applied gradient. After a time ∆/2 a 180 degree pulse is applied

which refocuses chemical shifts. The molecules are allowed to diffuse for a period of

∆. The second gradient then allows the magnetization to be refocused and the FID is

subsequently recorded. Since the spins are allowed to move during the diffusion time, ∆,

the net total phase change after the second gradient summed over the entire sample will

not be zero. This leads to an attenuation in the observed signal. In order to measure the

diffusion coefficients a series of experiments with varying echo time, ∆,=are recorded.

The same effect can be obtained by varying the gradient amplitude while keeping the

duration of the gradient constant. The overall length of each experiment will remain

constant. The signal intensity will decrease with increasing gradient strength. Since

the echo time for a series of experiments is the same the affects of T2 relaxation should

remain constant within a given series of experiments.

The decrease in signal intensity as a function of gradient strength can be described

by the general equation,

I(q) = Ioe-Dq2∆′

where D is the diffusion coefficient

∆′= ∆ δ/3 where

∆is the diffusion time and δ is a correction factor for finite gradients

q = γgδ
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γ is the gyromagnetic ratio

g is the amplitude of the applied gradient

δ is the duration of the applied gradient

A plot of I(q) versus q2∆′ yields an exponential decay curve which is fitted to obtain

the diffusion coefficient.

2.3 Nuclear overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY)

NOESY (158) is perhaps the most important tool in small protein NMR. It is a 2D

experiment to probe intramolecular distances and is therefore used widely in structural

NMR. The Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) arises through the rf saturation or per-

tubation of one spin that causes perturbation of further nuclear spins through dipolar

interactions (due to spatial proximity) between nuclei via cross relaxation. This re-

sults in a time-dependent change in the intensities of these spins. The relaxation effect

strongly vary depending on the distance between the nuclei as the NOE ∝ r−6, where r

is the distance between two spin systems and NOE is the observable signal pertubation

intensity. In other words, the observed 2D peak volume is related to the distance be-

tween two nuclei, i.e. the lower the intensity, the larger is the distance. The sensitivity

of the experiment can be used to probe distances of around 5 - 6 Å or shorter as the

dipole-dipole interaction rapidly decreases with increased distance.

The maximum possible NOE depends on the molecular correlation time (or the

inverse of the rate of molecular tumbling), which is in large part determined by the

molecular weight and solvent viscosity. Larger molecular weights and higher viscosi-

ties lead to larger correlation times.The NOE is positive for small molecules if ωτ c�1

(molecular weight<600 for B0 11.7 T), goes through zero (theoretically) for medium-

sized molecules if ωτ c= 1.12 (MW range 700-1200 for B0 11.7 T) and becomes negative

for large molecules ωτ c�1 (MW>1200 for B0 11.7 T). Therefore, large molecules gen-

erally give better NOEs at higher field and small molecules may actually give NOEs at

lower field. A 2-D NOESY of a small molecule will have cross peaks of opposite phase

to the diagonal and that of a large molecule will have cross peaks of the same phase as

the diagonal. Theoretically these experiments should be symmetrical but it is common

to see more intense peaks on one side of the diagonal than the other due to departures

from equilibrium and acquisition assymmetries.
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A typical pulse sequence of a NOESY (Figure-Fig. 2.4) consists of three π/2 pulses.

The first pulse creates transverse spin magnetization. This precesses during the evo-

lution time t1, which is incremented during the course of the 2D experiment. The

second pulse produces longitudinal magnetization equal to the transverse magnetiza-

tion component orthogonal to the pulse direction. Thus, the basic idea is to produce

an initial situation for the mixing period τm (the time during which cross relaxation

occurs) where the longitudinal polarization of each spin is labelled by its resonance

frequency. The longitudinal magnetization is allowed to cross-relax during the mixing

time τm meaning, transferring part of labeled longitudinal magnetization to another

nucleus. For the basic NOESY experiment, τm is kept constant throughout the 2D

experiment. The third pulse creates transverse magnetization from the remaining lon-

gitudinal magnetization, thereby enabling an additional and different frequency labeling

of the transferred magnetization extent. Acquisition begins immediately following the

third pulse, and the transverse magnetization is observed as a function of the time t2.

The NOESY spectrum is generated by a 2D Fourier transform with respect to t1 and

t2.

Fig. 2.4 NOESY pulse sequence - D0 is the incremented delay (t1) and D1 is the

relaxation delay (should be about 1.25*T1(1H)). D8 determines the length of the mixing

period during which NOE buildup occurs. This should be on the order of T1. Figure taken

from Bruker Manual: NOESY

A well known approach for the quantitative determination of distance between two

nuclei using the NOE peak intensity is by using the following equation;

rij=rref(aref/aij)
1/6; where

aij is the NOE cross peak volume and

rij is the interproton distance of the two protons i and j.
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Given rref (known distance between two protons) and its NOE volume aref, rij can be

calculated.

2.4 Total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY)

The key to obtain useful chemical or structural information from multi dimensional

NMR spectroscopy is the transfer of coherence from one spin to another during the

mixing period of an NMR experiment. Coherence transfer can be produced by evolution

of the spin system under a series of rf pulses and free precession delays (COSY-type

coherence transfer) or by cross-polarization of the spin system by using continuous,

time-varying rf fields (TOCSY-type or homonuclear Hartmann-Hahn (HOHAHA)-type

coherence transfer). Both COSY and TOCSY mixing generate through-bond coherence

transfer, but COSY identifies spins which are coupled to each other while TOCSY

identifies nuclei that are connected by a continuous chain of couplings. This makes

TOCSY useful for identifying the larger interconnected networks of spin couplings. As

long as successive protons are coupled, magnetization is transferred successively over

up to 5 or 6 bonds in a TOCSY experiment. Transfer is interrupted substantially by

small or totally by zero proton-proton couplings.

In TOCSY (159), oscillatory exchange is established which proceeds through the

entire coupling network so that there can be net magnetization transfer from one spin

to another even without direct coupling. The isotropic mixing which occurs during the

spinlock period of the TOCSY sequence exchanges all in-phase as well as antiphase

coherences. A variety of schemes can be used to achieve mixing, but the most effective

and therefore now universally used methods involve composite pulse spin locking. The

coherence transfer period of the TOCSY sequence occurs during this multiplepulse

spin-lock period. The duration of the mixing period depends on two factors, the size

of the coupling constants among the various spins in the system, and the number of

transfer steps required to see the desired correlations. Thus the length of the spin-lock

period determines how far the spin coupling network will be probed. A general rule of

thumb is that 1/(10 JHH) should be allowed for each transfer step, and five transfer

steps are typically desired from the TOCSY spectrum.

The most commonly used multiple-pulse spin-lock TOCSY pulse sequence MLEV-

17 (160) is given below in Figure-Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5 TOCSY pulse sequence - D0 is the incremented delay (t1) and D1 is the

relaxation delay (should be about 1.25*T1(1H)). The parameter p17 determines the length

of the trim pulses at the beginning and end of the mixing period. The trim pulses are

used to ensure that the final 2D spectrum can be phased easily. MLEV spinlock sequence

determines the length of the TOCSY mixing period. Figure taken from Bruker Manual:

TOCSY

2.5 Materials and Methods

2.5.1 Sample Preparation for NMR experiments

Bovine α-crystallin was purchased from Sigma and purified using a using Amicon Ul-

tra Centrifugal filter device (3000MWCO) when needed. All samples were prepared

in 20 mM aqueous phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) with 7% D2O for the NMR spectrom-

eter frequency lock and 0.1% NaN3 to prevent microbial contamination. The protein

concentration, assessed by UV absorption at 280 nm, ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mM. A

1 M stock of L-carnosine (Fluka) in 20 mM aqueous phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) was

prepared in water and was diluted to the required concentration for the different STD

titration experiments. Aliquots of α-crystallin solutions (mentioned above) were pre-

pared and 1 M guanidine-HCl added alone or in the presence of different concentrations

of L-carnosine and used as such or after incubation at 60◦C for 24 hours. The thermal

treatment generates fibrillar assembly of α-crystallin (75). A slight solution opacity

occurred after thermal treatment, independent of the presence or absence of carnosine.

Samples of hen egg white lysozyme and bovine βL-crystallin (both purchased from

Sigma), respectively 0.11 mM and 0.05 mM, were prepared in the same buffer condi-

tions as for α-crystallin. All NMR experiments (on the α-crystallin-carnosine system)

were carried out at 25◦C.

Aβ12-28 was purchased from Anaspec. According to a previously reported protocol
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(161) the lyophilized Aβ12-28 fragment was dissolved first in water/d6-DMSO 80/20

(v/v), at concentrations between 0.8 and 1.0 mM, with 0.03% (w/v) NaN3, and the

pH was adjusted to 3.85 by means of very small additions (µL) of 1 M HCl. Carnosine,

from concentrated stock solutions (10-100 mM) at pH adjusted to 3.7-3.8 (with HCl),

was mixed through additions of few µL to Aβ12-28 solution, to reach a two-to- fourfold

stoichiometric excess. To control better the pH upon carnosine addition, preparations

with 20% d6-DMSO were made also using 20 or 50 mM d5-glycine buffer, at pH 3.80

or 3.30, respectively, for the Aβ fragment solution and the carnosine stock solution. In

order to compare the output of NMR experiments with the other experimental results,

additional experiments were carried out at neutral pH without d6-DMSO. To avoid

Aβ12-28 aggregation and precipitation, the peptide was first dissolved at basic condi-

tions, i.e. 2.3 mM in 20 mM NaOH at pH ¿ 10. Then a fivefold dilution in phosphate

buffer led to final concentrations of peptide, phosphate and NaOH of 0.46, 16 and

4mM, respectively, in H2O:D2O 92:8, at pH 7.36. Carnosine additions were performed

with 5-10 µL aliquots from a 50 mM stock solution in 50 mM phosphate (pH 7.42),

to reach stoichiometric ratios carnosine: Aβ12-28 of 1:1 and 2:1, with final pH of 7.48.

All operations were performed in ice bath and, when not in use for spectra acquisition,

solutions were stored in the fridge at 4◦C. NMR measurements with water/d6- DMSO

samples were performed at 21◦C, whereas for neutral aqueous phosphate samples the

temperature was kept initially at 6.7◦C and subsequently increased stepwise within

limited intervals, first 6.7-12◦C and then 25-30◦C.

All chemicals were of the highest available grade and were used without further

purification unless otherwise stated above.

2.5.2 NMR spectroscopy

All NMR experiments were carried out at 11.7 T with a Bruker Avance-DRX 500-MHz

spectrometer equipped with triple-axis magnetic field gradients.

2.5.2.1 STD NMR

The pulse program for Saturation Transfer Difference (STD) experiments employs a

shaped pulse train for saturation alternating between on and off resonance, a spoil mod-

ule to destroy unwanted magnetization, a spin-lock module to suppress protein signals
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and water suppression using excitation sculpting (148, 151, 152). The on-resonance

irradiation of the protein was performed at a chemical shift of 0.814 ppm, far removed

from any carnosine resonances, and the off-resonance irradiation was applied at 60 ppm

where no protein and ligand signals were present. The STD spectrum was obtained by

subtraction of the on-resonance and off-resonance time domain data acquired in an in-

terleaved mode to minimize artifacts arising from homogeneity and temperature drifts.

Selective presaturation of the protein signal was achieved by a train of 90◦E-Burp pulses

(162) of 50 ms length covering a frequency band of about 20 Hz. The total length of

the saturating train of pulses was 1 s. Spectra were collected with a relaxation delay

of 10 s to allow the establishment of an equilibrium state. A 20 ms spin- lock pulse

with a γB2/2π of 10 kHz was used to substantually attenuate the background protein

resonances thereby facilitating analysis. The spectra were processed using TOPSPIN

software. An exponential line broadening function of 14 Hz was applied to the difference

spectrum prior to Fourier transformation. The STD intensity (ISTD) of Hε1 aromatic

resonance of carnosine histidine in the generated difference spectrum was measured

relative to the same resonance intensity in the off-resonance spectrum to estimate the

saturation transfer enhacement (ηSTD).

ηSTD = ISTD/I0 = (I-I0)/I0;

which in turn defines the STD amplification factor ASTD () as;

ASTD = εxηSTD where ε= [L- carnosine]TOT / [α-crystallin]TOT

Since the ηSTD was calculated as a self normalized ratio within each pair of on-

resonance and off-resonance spectra, it was possible to instantly compare spectra ac-

quired with a different number of scans and different concentrations of protein and/or

ligand without any ambiguity. Qualitatively similar results were obtained also by con-

sidering the saturated protein resonance in the unperturbed spectra as reference (I0)

with an integral always calibrated to unity.

2.5.2.2 DOSY

Diffusion Ordered SpectroscopY (DOSY) (155) experiments for the measurement of

the diffusion coefficients were run on the same solutions of α-crystallin and L-carnosine

used for the STD experiments, and in addition to blank solutions, i.e. L- carnosine

alone and α-crystallin alone, following or not a 24-hours thermal incubation at 60◦C

in the presence of 1 M guanidine-HCl. A sequence including bipolar gradients and
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longitudinal eddy current suppression, in a double stimulated echo module delay for

cancellation of convection artifacts was employed (163) to collect 80 points with linear

increments from 2 to 95% of the z-axis magnetic field gradient (65 G/cm), with ∆ (big

delta) = 100-150 ms, δ (little delta) = 2-6 ms and 64-128 scans/increment was used.

All data were processed using the Bruker TOPSPIN software. Solvent suppression was

obtained by WATERGATE (164) applied in the excitation sculpting mode (165).

The translational diffusion coefficient measured by NMR DOSY is:

D= kBT/f where kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature and f is the

friction coefficient. For the simple case of a spherical particle of a hydrodynamic radius

Rh in a solvent of viscosity η, the friction factor is given by f = 6 π η Rh.

2.5.2.3 NOESY and TOCSY

2D TOCSY (159) and NOESY (158) experiments were collected typically over 2048x512

(t2xt1) data-point matrices for spectral widths of 69kHz in either dimensions with 64

scans/ t1-point, 64 dummy scans and relaxation delay of 1s. The TOCSY MLEV17

(160) isotropic mixing intervals were 80 ms long at γB2/2π = 8.3 kHz, whereas for

NOESY, mixing times of 250 ms were employed. Quadrature in the indirect dimension

was obtained by time proportional phase incrementation (166) and solvent suppression

was implemented by appending to the sequences a WATERGATE spin-echo module

performed in the excitation-sculpting mode (164, 165). All data were processed using

the Bruker TOPSPIN software. 10

The chemical shift differences (∆δ) for the 1Hα protons were analysed with respect

to the random coil values. From a detailed study performed by Wishart and co-workers

(167) on 70 proteins, it is known that in all 20 naturally occurring amino acids 1Hα

resonances move upfield (∼0.39 ppm) from the random coil value when placed in α

helical configuration, and downfield (∼0.37 ppm) when the residue is placed in a β-

strand or extended configuration.
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NMR as a Tool to Study the

Thermodynamics of Protein

Folding

Despite our intuitive knowledge that conformational variability or dynamism is an in-

trinsic property of a polymeric chain, the view that we get from structural studies of

the past is largely static. Although NMR and X-ray crystallography has provided im-

portant insights into the structure and function of proteins, we now know that it has

mostly been brief snapshots from the complex life of proteins. Static protein struc-

tures focus on “ground-state” conformation with the lowest energy but function may

be dependent on brief excursions to higher energy conformations of the protein and

its binding ligands (Figure-Fig. 3.1). Today, proteins are viewed as an ensemble of

alternative substructures in equilibrium with their “native state” (originally proposed

by R. L. Baldwin and K. A. Dill in relation to protein folding and was later extended

to describe native state ensembles (168)) and we have come to appreciate the inti-

mate relationship between dynamics and molecular function. Understanding protein

dynamics is of prime importance, not only in revealing its biological activity but also

in understanding its role in ligand recognition that will help in future structure-based

drug design programs. In this regard, experimental methods that has been developed

to probe protein dynamics attract special attention.

Many spectroscopic and computational techniques have been designed to analyze

various aspects of protein dynamics. X-ray crystallography by itself, X-ray and neutron
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Fig. 3.1 Shallow wells and transitional barriers of a dynamic free-energy land-

scape - Figure shows the multiple preexisting conformational states of a macromolecule(an

enzyme), corresponding to the catalytically active (green) and inactive (blue, red, yellow,

and gray) forms. The global energy minimum shifts to favor the inactive conformation

(red) when an inhibitor (cyan star) binds to an allosteric site. Figure adapted from (169)

scattering, fluorescence, hydrogen-deuterium exchange mass spectrometry, specialized

techniques such as Mossbauer, Raman and 2D infrared spectroscopy all provide new

insights into protein dynamics (170). Increasing computer power has seen more pow-

erful methodologies emerging with increased time scales and protein sizes amenable to

simulations. Computer simulations also form a theoretical basis for predicting molec-

ular motion in solution and by incorporating inputs from various experimental tech-

niques it outputs dynamic information beyond what can be accessed experimentally.

NMR is an especially powerful technique for studying protein dynamics as the time

scale available to NMR techniques cover all the relevant dynamic motions in proteins

(Figure-Fig. 3.2). The multitude of time frames covered by NMR ranges over 17 or-

ders of magnitude (10 −12 to 10s) over length scales of 10 −2 to >10Å (170), providing

site specific information for motions from rapid bond librations (picoseconds) to events

that take several seconds or hours (secondary structure folding/unfolding and solvent

accessibility)(171, 172, 173, 174). Today NMR is vastly used to study kinetics, thermo-

dynamics and structures of “native” and weakly populated protein states, thus filling

gaps in the structure-dynamics-function paradigm.

3.1 Probing the protein unfolding landscape

The biophysical basis of how a polypeptide chain folds into a stable, native protein

within a biologically relevant timescale has been a problem fascinating researchers

for decades. The states of the conformational ensemble of a protein are populated
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Fig. 3.2 Solution NMR techniques cover the complete range of dynamic events

in enzymes - Figure adapted from (170)

according to the Boltzmann distribution, i.e. the population of a conformation j is

proportional to exp[-Ej], where Ej is the Gibbs energy of the conformation. In normal

conditions, the most populated form of the protein is the native state, with a Gibbs

energy several kcal/mol lower than all the other states kinetically accessible in standard

lifetimes. This implies that the native state forms more than 95% of the equilibrium

population of a protein in solution. Since chemical equilibria are dynamic, every single

protein molecule has a finite probability to transiently populate conformational states

with higher energy. This process of transient conformational transitions, that do not

change the overall population of the native state, is called equilibrium unfolding. Un-

derstanding the equilibrium unfolding landscape involves figuring out the dynamics and

thermodynamics of the most populated conformational states, other than the directly

observable native state. Knowledge about the equilibrium unfolding landscape of a

protein is especially important in cases where non-native states play a crucial role in

biological function or disease.

Investigations of protein folding by NMR have included measurements of protein

folding kinetics and characterization of the ensemble of unfolded conformations. The

use of isotopically labeled molecules has revolutionized NMR and has allowed the vast

array of NMR techniques to be applied routinely with site specific resolution. These

approaches are particularly important for unfolded or non-native states that frequently
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display reduced chemical shift dispersion. Kinetics of protein folding have been inves-

tigated by techniques based on chemical exchange phenomena which provide unique

information about the unfolded ensemble of conformations at equilibrium under native

state conditions.

3.1.1 Hydrogen exchange

Hydrogen exchange is a powerful NMR technique used to gain insight into macro-

molecule dynamics and thermodynamics (175, 176, 177) and can be successfully used

to characterize the equilibrium unfolding landscape of proteins. Hydrogen exchange is

a simple chemical reaction in which a hydrogen atom, covalently bonded to nitrogen

or oxygen, is replaced by another hydrogen/deuterium atom. The major attraction of

hydrogen exchange experiments are the following (178); it is very easy to execute, the

exchange can be monitored simultaneously at many individual residues in proteins, the

replacement of hydrogen by deuterium has little or no effect on protein conformation

and stability and a simple kinetic model for slow exchange in native proteins that has

been proved to be accurate provides a sturdy framework for interpreting exchange data

(179).

In a typical hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange experiment, protein in H2O is

dissolved or diluted into D2O and the replacement of protein hydrogens by solvent

deuterons is monitored by NMR. In the case of proteins, the most useful hydrogen

exchange process occurs in the amide protons of the backbone. This follows from

the fact that most backbone NHs are involved in hydrogen-bonded structure, which

appears to be the major determinant of slow NH exchange in proteins. Slow exchange

of hydrogen-bonded and buried NHs is generally interpreted with the two-state model

proposed by Hvidt (179). The chemical rate of hydrogen exchange for an amide proton

of the residue j in a protein depends on several factors viz.; inductive electronic and

steric effects arising due to the primary structure of the protein directly depending on

the nature of the side chains at the immediate left (residue j-1) and right (residue j itself)

of each residue and steric effects arising from the secondary, tertiary and quaternary

structure of the protein.

The contributions deriving from the primary structure have already been parame-

terized by Bai et al. (180), using model dipeptides. From these standard values it is

possible to calculate the contributions to the exchange rate arising from the primary
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structure of a given aminoacid sequence. A zero deviation between the experimental

exchange rates and the calculated ones would mean that the protein has a random

coil conformation, therefore these standard values of rates are called krc (rc- random

coil) values. The deviation between the experimental exchange rates and the krc are

only due to the sterical effects arising from the conformation of the protein (the sec-

ondary, tertiary and quaternary structure of the protein). Amide hydrogens involved

in intramolecular hydrogen bonds are inaccessible to the bulk water molecules of the

solvent and are the major determinants of slow NH exchange in proteins. However,

protein molecules are involved in the equilibrium unfolding processes, leading to the

transient, though minimal, population of solvent-accessible conformations, or opened

states. Several opening processes are possible, ranging from very local openings, lead-

ing to the exposure of just a single amide hydrogen, to the maximum, global opening,

leading to the exposure of all the amide hydrogens together. This implies that it is

the equilibrium unfolding dynamics that allows the hydrogen exchange of the buried

amide protons and therefore the hydrogen exchange rates can be used in probing the

equilibrium unfolding landscape of proteins (176).

A simple kinetic two-state model proposed by Hvidt (179, 181) has been helpful

in analyzing slow exchange of hydrogen-bonded and buried NHs under the various

conditions of stability. The model consists of two components: (1) a structural factor

that takes into account the rate at which the protein becomes exchange competent

or open (O) by losing any structural barriers to exchange, and (2) a chemical factor

accounting for the exchange rate of protons that are fully exposed and unstructured

(deduced from krc values). According to this model, the exchange rate of a proton that

is intrinsically incompetent to exchange from the native state or closed (C) is described

by:

NH(C)

kop−⇀↽−
kcl

NH(O)
krc−→ND (3.1)

where, the NHC (closed state) and NHO (open state) are the two possible conformations

adopted by the slowly exchanging NHs and the rates of the opening and closing reactions

given by kop and kcl. Exchange takes place only from the open state, with the rate

constant denoted krc which is predicted from the method given by Bai et al (180).

According to the model, the observed exchange-rate constant for slow NH exchange,
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kex, can be defined as:

kex = (kop · krc)/(kop + kcl + krc) (3.2)

It is assumed that kop � kcl for native proteins and therefore equation 3.2 simplifies

to

kex = (kop · krc)/(kcl + krc) (3.3)

If kcl � krc, then kex can be expressed as:

kex = (kop/kcl) · krc = Keq · krc (3.4)

where Keq is the equilibrium constant for the opening reaction. This kinetic limit where

the equilibrium constant of the opening reaction dictates the rate of exchange is known

as EX2-type exchange (pseudo-bimolecular reaction). EX2-type exchange relies entirely

on a priori knowledge of the chemistry of exchange under the experimental solution

conditions and is a powerful method to estimate the relative stability of various regions

of protein molecules thus throwing light on the structural basis for the thermodynamic

stability of proteins at residue-level resolution. If krc � kcl, then kex will equal kop.

kex = kop (3.5)

This kinetic limit is known as EX1-type exchange (pseudo-unimolecular reaction). Here,

the rate of H/D exchange directly reflects the rate at which individual NHs are exposed

to solvent. In the EX1 limit (equation 3.5), the observed exchange rate is equal to the

opening rate. In the EX2 limit (equation 3.4), the observed exchange rate (kex) is

equal to random coil calculated rate (krc), multiplied by the equilibrium constant of

the chemical equilibrium between N and O (kop/kcl), i.e. the relative population of the

opened state with respect to the closed native state. EX1 exchange may provide more

direct experimental access to the dynamics of hydrogen-bond interactions in native

proteins than the aforementioned EX2-type exchange thus giving us useful information

regarding the kinetics of conformational interconversions.

For both types of exchange, apparent first-order kinetics are expected. The value of

kex can be derived by fitting the experimental proton occupancy as a function of time

to a simple exponential function.
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Exchange data for a given NH are often reported as a protection factor (182) which

is defined as the ratio of the rate of exchange of a given backbone amide when it is in

a fully solvent-exposed state to the rate of exchange of that amide in some state of the

protein or in some intermediate on the folding pathway of the protein. Therefore the

protection factor P, is given by;

P = krc/kex = kcl/kop = 1/Keq (3.6)

Under EX2 conditions, the protection factor is related to the apparent free energy of

exchange, ∆Gex, as shown in equation 3.7.

∆G = -RT ln (1/P) (3.7)

where R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.

The two state model as mentioned above is described for slowly exchanging NHs.

The most slowly exchanging NHs that are involved in secondary structure and buried

in the protein interior exchange only upon complete unfolding and therefore their free

energy of exchange, ∆GHX, is equal to their free energy of unfolding, ∆Gu
◦ over a wide

range of experimental conditions. For those amide hydrogens that exchanges faster

(typically involved in hydrogen-bond interactions at the periphery of secondary struc-

ture and in loops) the ∆GHX is less than ∆Gu
◦. The molecular phenomena responsible

for slow-exchange is referred to as global unfolding reaction and those for fast exchange

is called as partial openings or local fluctuations (175, 182). Protein destabilization

brought about by physical factors like temperature and pH or chemical denaturants

leads to a decrease in ∆Gu
◦ and is immediately manifested in the ∆GHX of the amides

exchanging by global unfolding. Amides exchanging by local fluctuation on the other

hand are largely unaffected by decrease in ∆Gu
◦ until the point where global unfolding

becomes the dominant contributor to slow exchange also at these sites resulting in a

situation where the ∆Gu
◦ becomes equal to ∆GHX.

A protein in solution experiences both local and global unfolding and may be rep-

resented as;

N
k1NP−⇀↽−
k1PN

P1
krc−→P∗1

N
k2NP−⇀↽−
k2PN

P2
krc−→P∗2.......
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N
kjNP−⇀↽−
kjPN

Pj
krc−→P∗j

N
kND−⇀↽−
kDN

D
rpxkrc−→ D∗

where, D is the globally unfolded exchange-competent state and Pj denotes all the

partially opened species; the asterisk indicates exchange, while krc is the contribution

of the primary structure (random coil) to the exchange rate as in the previous case and

rp accounts for residual structure and protection in the global unfolded state (182).

According to this model the kex has contributions from both the partial and global

unfolding and can be written as,

kex =
kND · krp · krc
kDN + rp · krc

+
∑
j

kjNP · krc
kjPN

(3.8)

assuming that kjNP � kjPN , kND � kDNandk
j
PN �krc. The first two assumptions

hold true as native state is the most stable conformational state under the HX exper-

imental conditions of folded proteins. The third relation is based on the assumption

that the relaxation to the native state from a partially open conformation is very fast,

because only a single residue or, at most, small regions of the protein are involved in

the local opening process. If we disregard this third assumption the second term in the

equation above changes itself to,

∑
j

kjNP · krc
kjPN + krc

The EX1 and EX2 limits described above for the two state model in this case is,

kEX2
ex =

kND · krp · krc
kDN + rp · krc

+
∑
j

kjNP · krc
kjPN

for(rp · krc)� kDN (3.9)

kEX1
ex = kND +

∑
j

kjNP · krc
kjPN

fork −DN � (rp · krc) (3.10)

Acquiring 1H-15N HSQC spectra has been the standard way to monitor the ex-

changing protons for proteins with already assigned spectra. Typically HSQC spectra

are recorded as a function of time (typically 10-100 hours, depending on the conditions)

while the hydrogen is exchanging with the deuterium. The apparent exchange rates of
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the individual residues are then extracted by exponential fitting and the corresponding

thermodynamic parameters calculated according to Eqs. 3.9 or 3.10. The series of

experiments are repeated at different temperatures with freshly prepared samples and

the changes in the individual equilibrium constants can be assessed to determine the

enthalpy and entropy differences for each local process and for the global one. Identi-

fying the global process relies on observing similar thermodynamic parameters (ideally

the same single set) from a number or a few amides. This method gives residue-specific

information for all the residues in the protein simultaneously and helps in extracting

the free energy, enthalpy and entropy changes of global unfolding.

Recently in Udine (Rennella et al., 2011 submitted) a method was developed that

allows the acquisition of all the series of experiments at different temperatures with

a single series collected as a function of time and temperature. A single sample was

used (that was previously exchanged in D2O and lyophilized) that was dissolved in

an H2O buffer and subjected to a thermal ramp during the exchange process while

acquiring a series of 2D NMR spectra. The same sample was monitored at the end of

the exchange process by repeating the thermal ramp and acquiring the same series of

experiments. In the first series, the time evolution of the signals from amide groups,

denoted S1 signals, would contain not only the build-up due to the hydrogen exchange

process, but also the unwanted contribution that arises from the thermal dependence

of spin relaxation. The time evolution of the signals from the second series (denoted S2

signals) however would contain only the contribution from the thermal dependence of

spin relaxation. The authors thus described a method to extract a quantity S3 = (S2

S1)/S2 to account for the hydrogen exchange process. Therefore the buildup of signals

in S1 was normalized and the time evolution curves of S3 were called decays.

I have used the same experimental method to monitor the exchange process of β2m

with carnosine and with heparan sulfate. The decays have been obtained in this way,

subjected to analysis and the thermodynamic parameters extracted considering an EX2

limit .
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3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Sample preparation for Hydrogen/Deuterium (H/D) exchange

experiments

Wild-type human β2m was expressed and purified as previously reported,21 with ad-

ditional 15N labelling. An additional methionine (Met-0) was always present at the

N-terminal of the protein. Carnosine was bought from Fluka and a 1M solution was

prepared and diluted to the required concentrations as mentioned below.

For experiments with B2m-carnosine, 4.5mg of B2m was dissolved in 1.5ml of buffer

prepared (concentration measured as 0.47mM) in D2O (7mM sodium phosphate, 10mm

sodium chloride pH 6.65) and left at 37◦c for 16 hours and split into 2 tubes. The pro-

tein was lyophilized and the powder was redissolved in D2O and left at 37◦c for 16

hours twice to ensure the complete exchange in D2O. The final lyophilized powder in

one tube was dissolved in 500µl of H2O:D2O (93:7) buffer containing 63 mM sodium

phosphate buffer, 90 mM sodium chloride (pH 7.0) and 0.471mM carnosine (after carno-

sine addition the pH of buffer was 6.96) for the b2m:carnosine (1:1) sample. The pH

measured after experiments was 6.88. For the b2m:carnosine (1:100 sample) the final

buffer in H20:D20 (93:7) was prepared at pH 6.43 and 47mM carnosine was added. The

pH of the sample after experiments in this case was 6.99. The experiment blank was

pre-exchanged and lyophilized in the same way and did not contain carnosine in the

final buffer. The pH measured was 7.0.

For experiments with B2m-Heparan sulfate, 6mg B2m was dissolved in 2ml of

buffer prepared in D2O (concentration measured as 0.46mM)(10mM sodium phosphate,

10mM sodium chloride), left at 37◦c for 16 hours and split into 4 tubes. The protein

was lyophilized and the powder was redissolved in D2O and left at 37◦c for 16 hours

twice to ensure the complete exchange in D2O. Final buffer (10mM sodium phosphate,

90mM sodium chloride) was prepared in H2O:D2O (93:7) at two different pH of 6.7 and

7.0. 500µl of each buffer was used as it is for the two blanks and 10% heparan sulfate

(46µM) was added to the other two tubes alonwith the respective buffers just prior to

spectra acquisition. The blank samples read 6.44 and 7.0 after experimentation and

the corresponding samples with heparan sulfate read a pH of 6.25 and 7.0

In all the above cases, care was taken to add the final buffer (in H2O) immedi-

ately before the experiments and acquisition was started within 4minutes of the buffer
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addition.

3.2.2 H/D exchange experiments by NMR spectroscopy

All NMR experiments were carried out at 11.7 T with a Bruker Avance-DRX 500-MHz

spectrometer equipped with triple-axis magnetic field gradients.

Before starting an experiment, the sample tube containing the buffer to be used

for sample dissolution (500µl) was inserted into the machine and the acquisition pa-

rameters optimized. This was done in order to save time with the real sample and

to start recording the hydrogen exchange from time zero (T 0). The same tube was

washed with Milli-Q water and dried well before using again for the experiment. After

dissolving the pre-exchanged powder the exchange process was monitored by running

a series of 1H,15N-SOFAST-HMQC experiments each lasting less than 8 minutes over

a range of temperatures from 293.15K to 313.13K, with an increment of 0.1K per ex-

periment. The pulse program with reduced scan times were used to get a sensitivity

advantage rather than a reduction in the acquisition time required for two-dimensional

spectra. In these experiments, the HN excitation pulse was obtained with a polychro-

matic PC9 (183) shaped pulse with a flip angle of 120◦, while for the HN refocusing

pulse a REBURP(184) shape was used; these two band-selective HN pulses were cen-

tred at 9.5 ppm for β2m and covered a bandwidth of 4 ppm.15N decoupling was applied

during signal detection (55 ms) through a GARP-4 sequence(185) with a field strength

of g B1/(2 p) = 625 Hz. The inter-scan recovery delay, optimized in order to max-

imize the signal-to-noise ratio per unit time for β2m, was 135 ms, while 40 complex

points were acquired in the heteronuclear dimension for each experiment over a spectral

width of 1,550 Hz, with 24 scans/t1-point and 768 points in t2, over a spectral width

of 7,000 Hz. The multiple acquisition of 1H,15N correlation spectra as a function of

temperature was performed by means of the standard multi zgvt macro of the Topspin

(Bruker) interface. At the end of the ramp, subsequent HSQCs were acquired every two

hours at 293.15K to ensure completion of any residual exchange and when the sample

seemed stable with no new peaks arising or peak intensities remaining constant , the

same cycle of experiments was repeated on the exchanged sample in order to acquire

the reference data set.

NMR data processing (Refer the paper “Single-shot NMR measurement of protein

unfolding landscapes” (submitted) by Enrico et al for a detailed description of the
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method given below) from time-domain data to frequency-domain data was performed

using NMRPipe (186) Calculations for conversion of frequency-domain NMR data into

experimental peak decays were performed with Mathematica 6 (Wolfram Research,

Inc.) running on a 2.80 GHz Intel R© CoreTM i7 CPU processor mounted on a Linux-

based computer. Four mathematica notebooks were used, the first two were to convert

the frequency domain spectra to the corresponding peaks, the third one was to convert

the raw data to peak decays. This algorithm efficiently picked required points for each

peak, calculated the the total intensities for each reference spectrum as sum of all the

intensities of the constituent points. It then used the same points to calculate the

intensities in the exchange spectra. Therefore from each pair of reference and exchange

spectra the out put consisted of a list of peaks at each acquisition time/temperature

with peak positions and relative intensities that was calculated as;

Intensityreference − Intensityexchange
Intensityreference

(3.11)

The next step was to compare the created peaklists and to collect peaks having

correlated positions in both 15N and 1H dimensions versus time/temperature, that

most likely belong to the same amide site. The dependance of the resonance chemical

shifts on temperature was taken into account for tracing the positions. The algorithm

finally assigned peaks to single amide sites, using the chemical shifts reported in BMRB

database under the accession codes 307825 for β2m (187).

Next step was to calculate the free energy of unfolding (∆Gu) using the decays.

Only the decay curves that were good (decayed to zero) were chosen for this calculation.

The thermal dependance of kex in a single time evolution curve can be described by

the formula;

N(t) = N(0) · exp
(
−
∫ t′

0
kex(T (t)dt)

)
(3.12)

where, N(t) is the time course of the N species exchange. The variation of temperature

(T), during time (t) propagates into the variation of kex rates and is expressed by the

term kex(T(t)). To estimate the kex(T) from the time course of the peak decays, the

experimental signal for each decay was to be fitted with the function;

N(t) = c · exp(a · exp(b · t)) (3.13)
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where a, b, and c are the fitting parameters. By taking the negative first derivative

with respect to time of the logarithm of eqn 3.13, we arrived at the function for the

exchange rates as;

kex(T ) = −a · b · exp(b · t(T )) (3.14)

Assuming an EX2 limit, the thermodynamic parameters were calculated from the

derived kex according to the eqn 3.7, ∆G = -RT ln (kex/krc). Residue-specific values

of krc used for the calculations were computed using the spreadsheet available online

(Englander Lab Website. http://hx2.med.upenn.edu/download.html) (180).

In the more rigorous method described in the paper (Enrico et. al, submitted), the

estimated rates are then used to derive the thermodynamic equilibrium parameters for

the various opening process taking place according to equations 3.9 and 3.10. This

is followed by a combination of clustering and selection steps to identify the kinds of

openings, viz. local, sub-global and local that are involved. The clustering step searches

for groups of amide sites with correlated rates, i.e. exhibiting exchange rates that could

be explained within the errors, by a single global opening process with a defined value of

kND(T )andkND(T). The result is a set of clusters each made by several amide sites that

can exchange through global unfolding only, without any contribution from partial

openings or residual protections. In the selection step, one of the clusters is chosen

as the apt representative of the global unfolding process. In the clusters identified the

amide sites are grouped into three categories; viz. hydrogens exchanging through global

unfolding only, hydrogens with residual protection in the globally unfolded state and/or

hydrogens with contributions from partial openings. So each cluster corresponds to a

different candidate model that is the result of grouping the amide sites differently into

the above three classes. The different candidate models are then compared using the

Bayes Information Criterion (BIC), that is defined as;

BIC = N · ln(RSS) + kln(N) (3.15)

where, N is the total number of observations, RSS is the sum of the squares of the

residuals relative to the model and k is the number of fitting parameters for the model

according to (188). The most plausible model is described as the one with the lowest

BIC value. Once the proper model is selected, the clustering and selection procedures
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are repeated to identify possible sub-global openings. The errors of the estimated

thermodynamic parameters are finally calculated through Monte Carlo simulations.

Under the selected experimental conditions in the range 293.15K to 313.13K, β2m

HX data can be analysed by single EX2 process, or by dissecting global and local

processes (with the inclusion of the selection and clustering steps). In the case of

the exchange studies with β2m-carnosine, the data were analyzed in both the ways

(explained in Chapter 4) whereas in the case of β2m-HS the data was analyzed by

assuming a single EX2 process.
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4

Results and Discussions

4.1 L-Carnosine interacts efficiently with α-crystallin

4.1.1 Titration studies by STD NMR

Titration studies were performed as a function of L-carnosine concentration at different

concentrations of α-crystallin, on a monomer subunit basis, to determine the effect of

the ligand on STD signal intensities. Fig. 4.1 shows an overlay of the difference STD

spectra at various stages of the titration study. The intensity of the reference peak

can be seen as remaining constant and that of carnosine increasing with the increase

in its concentration. As described before, the protein resonances are not seen in the

difference spectra and the resonances of carnosine that experienced saturation due to

its proximity to the protein are seen, the intensity of which increases with the increase

in the carnosine concentration. It is clear that the system exhibits efficient saturation

transfer.

Within the explored conditions, the effects proved related to the protein:ligand ra-

tio, rather than to the absolute α-crystallin concentration. Therefore, only the most

extensive group of data obtained at 0.1 mM α-crystallin concentration are further de-

scribed. The titration plot in Fig. 4.2 shows that the increase of the STD signal is

more pronounced at low ligand protein ratios and that it slowly levels off at high lig-

and protein ratios. The typical STD pattern expected from a ligand exchanging in

the fast regime, i.e. with a koff between 102 and 107s-1 , is a Langmuir isotherm that

can provide, by proper fitting, the value of the thermodynamic dissociation constant

of the ligand-protein complex. The occurrence of a fast interaction regime between
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Fig. 4.1 Overlay of 1-D STD difference spectra at increasing concentrations

of carnsoine - The reference peak is seen at 1ppm and the aromatic peaks of carnosine

used for the analysis are seen between 6.5 and 8ppm

L-carnosine and α-crystallin is confirmed by the observation of a single spectroscopic

species and saturation transfer effects that increase with L-carnosine concentration.

However, the extent of such increase is far greater than the typical stoichiometric ratios

that are explored when studying 1:1 interactions, i.e. the experimental STD amplifica-

tion factor (ASTD) values start to decrease towards the theoretically expected plateau

at L-carnosine concentrations about three magnitude orders above the α-crystallin con-

centration (Fig. 4.2). We do not see the typical plateau phase, as expected for a specific

binding equilibrium, though the increase in the saturation transfer effect reduces consid-

erably at very high ligand concentrations. This points out to a very efficient turnover

of bound and free states and possibly the occurrence of multiple equivalent binding

sites on the protein, in addition to the T1 relaxation time of the free ligand and the

exchange kinetics of the system (149). Large saturation effects could also be because of

weak interactions and long relaxation times. Also, small molecules with fast exchange

kinetics from the bound to the free states show this trend in saturation transfer ex-

periments. An efficient turnover shows maximum saturation transfer effects at high

ligand concentrations, as ligand molecules having received no saturation increase with
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4.1 L-Carnosine interacts efficiently with α-crystallin

increasing ligand excess.

Fig. 4.2 Saturation transfer of α-crystallin (0.1 mM) probed by L-carnosine

at 25◦C. - The intensity of the STD spectra is plotted against the ligand-to-protein

concentration ratio.

4.1.2 STD experiments under destabilizing conditions

We studied the saturation transfer effects of α-crystallin treated with guanidinium

hydrochloride (with and without heat treatment) using L-carnosine. As discussed

previously, guanidinium is a deaturant that unfolds proteins and alters their three-

dimensional structure. In solution the positively charged guanidinium ions bind to the

proteins thereby shielding electrostatic and polar interactions and establishing pref-

erential interactions with the polypeptide. At high denaturant concentrations this

pushes the protein conformational equilibrium towards the unfolded state (189). Ther-

mal denaturation, instead, essentially weakens and breaks the hydrogen bonds, the

electrostatic interactions and eventually the hydrophobic interactions that stabilize the

secondary and tertiary structure of a protein, thereby favouring the unfolding process.

Our results showed that incubation of α-crystallin samples with 1M Guanidinium

hydrochloride at room temperature did not affect the saturation transfer to L-carnosine
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and the intensities of the STD signals are same as in the samples without denaturant.

This has been repeatedly tested at specific protein/ligand ratios (1:25 and 1:200).

However, α-crystallin samples pretreated with 1M guanidinium hydrochloride and

heated at 60◦C for 24 hours to form amyloid fibrils (75) did not interact with L-carnosine

at low concentrations (ratios of 1:5 and 1:15) but interacted at higher ratios (1:50,

1:100), although with considerably reduced intensity of the STD signals as compared

to the untreated samples (Figure-Fig. 4.3).

To check if L-carnosine has any protective effects against thermal treatment in

the presence of denaturant, we pretreated α-crystallin with varying concentrations of

L-carnosine and then submitted it to 1M guanidinium hydrochloride treatment and

heating at 60◦C for 24 hours. Again, saturation transfer was observed only at higher

concentrations of L-carnosine (ratios of 1:50, 1:100) although the transfer in this case

was reduced with respect to that observed when L-carnosine had not undergone the

whole treatment applied to the protein (Figure-Fig. 4.3). It can not be ruled out that

the thermal treatment in the presence of denaturant could induce partial degradation

of L-carnosine.

4.1.3 STD NMR control experiments (Lysozyme and βL-Crystallin)

To check if the saturation transfer effects seen in the α-crystallin-L-carnosine system

arise from a real, albeit weak, interaction and are not due to a non-specific process

(statistical collisions) because of the co-existence of both species in solution at high lig-

and:protein ratio, we conduced control STD experiments on L-carnosine with lysozyme

and with βL-crystallin. The latter lens protein is a heterogeneous oligomeric mix-

ture of related subunits from dimmers through to octamers (mass range about 50-

200kDa). That that is a natural target protein for α-crystallin in the lens. Lysozyme

and β-crystallin posses no chaperone activity. We conducted these experiments at two

different ratios of protein:ligand, viz. 1:20 and 1:200 and observed that L-carnosine

interacted with lysozyme although the intensity of this interaction was considerably

lower when compared with that obtained with α-crystallin (Fig. 4.4), but is compa-

rable to that observed for α-crystallin treated with guanidinium chloride (Fig. 4.3).

However, in the case of β-crystallin, no STD effects were observed at both the ratios

(Figure-Fig. 4.4), suggesting that β-crystallin does not interact with carnosine and that

statistical encounters do not account for the results obtained with α-crystallin.
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Fig. 4.3 Comparative saturation effects at two different ratios of α-crystallin:L-

carnosine plotted against the ASTD values - colours: blue bars = ratio 1:100; red

bars = ratio 1:50, The three sample sets are; 1: untreated a-crystallin, 2: α-crystallin

incubated with 1M guanidinium hydrochloride and heated at 60◦C for 24 hours before

addition of L-carnosine, 3: α-crystallin incubated with L-carnosine before treatment with

1M guanidinium hydrochloride and heating at 60◦C.

4.1.4 Diffusion measurements

NMR DOSY experiments on isolated α-crystallin (0.5 mM at 25◦C) give a diffusion

coefficient of 3.3x10-11 m2/s. For an isotropic spherical model, t his rather slow trans-

lational diffusion would be consistent with a hydrodynamic radius (Rh) of 7.3 nm and a

molecular weight of 1.3-1.4x103 kDa. There are some caveats that one should consider

when interpreting DOSY experiments. First, for large molecule assemblies, estimates

may be substantially affected by anisotropy contributions. Second, the type and size of

aggregates that are seen by NMR may be different from the aggregates that determine

the largest contributions to light or X-ray scattering.

Therefore it is safer to evaluate the DOSY results only from a qualitative viewpoint.

The evidence obtained through DOSY indicates that carnosine has no major effect on

the hydrodynamic parameters of α-crystallin, except for aged samples. For long incu-

bations with L-carnosine at room temperature (say, above 2-4 weeks, depending on the
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Fig. 4.4 Comparative saturation transfer effects at two different ratios of pro-

tein:ligand for different systems studied. - α-crystallin (yellow bars), βL-crystallin

(blue bars) and lysozyme (red bars) L-carnosine systems. On the x-axis are the protein-

ligand ratios an on teh Y axis the calculated ASTD values.

preparations), the α-crystallin aggregate diffusion rate increases which may either be

consistent with smaller aggregate dimensions or anisotropy decrease Fig. 4.5. These

results do not demonstrate, however, any causality relationship between incubation

with L-carnosine and loss of native aggregate dimensions. The observed behaviour of

crystallin samples rather prompts prudence when assessing the results with old samples

that may be affected or determined by processes that are not under control such as a

slow onset of fibrils. Pre-incubation with 1 M guanidine at 60◦C for 12 or 24 hours in-

creases the diffusion rate of α-crystallin (Figure-Fig. 4.5). This may either suggest that

only smaller aggregates than those of native α-crystallin remain NMR-visible or that

the aggregate anisotropy sensibly decreases by heating in the presence of 1 M guani-

dine. No effect from sample ageing is observed whereas the addition of L-carnosine,

even at low concentration ratios, seems to rescue α-crystallin that in part recovers the

diffusion coefficient of the unperturbed aggregate Fig. 4.5.

The results obtained by STD on the system α-crystallin/L-carnosine are consistent

with the occurrence of a weak, but very efficient interaction that is related to the actual

solution dynamics of the small heat shock protein. This interaction is unaffected by
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Fig. 4.5 Overlay of DOSY spectra - Left Panel: NMR DOSY at 25◦C of aqueous

α-crystallin (0.5 mM) alone (black contours) and inthe presence of L-carnosine 2.5 mM

(purple contours), 11 mM (red contrours), 17 mM (red contours) and 17 mM with two

months incubation (blue contours). Right Panel: NMR DOSY at 25◦C of 0.5 mM aqueous

α-crystallin alone (black contours) and after incubation with 1 M guanidine at 60◦C for 12

hours, without sample ageing (green contours), with 1-month sample ageing (blue contours)

and on addition of 1 mM L-carnosine to the freshly prepared sample (purple contours).

incubation with a chemical denaturant such as 1M guanidinium at ambient temper-

ature. The remarkable extent of saturation transfer brought about by α-crystallin is

apparently quite independent of the L-carnosine concentration. Control experiments

with hen egg white lysozyme (Mw = 14.3 kDa) and βL-crystallin oligomers (Mw = 50-

200 kDa) show quite limited (lysozyme) or extremely poor (βL-crystallin) saturation

transfer to L-carnosine magnetization. Since similar concentration ratios and absolute

values were tested with α-crystallin and in control experiments, the latter outcomes

suggest that random encounters of large monomeric or oligomeric protein assemblies

with L-carnosine cannot be responsible for the result observed with α-crystallin. Only

under conditions leading to fibril formation by α-crystallin (75), i.e. heating at 60◦C

for 24 hours of the protein incubated with 1 M guanidinium in 20 mM phosphate

(pH 7.2), the interaction with L-carnosine proves substantially weakened (albeit still

stronger than with lysozyme and β L-crystallin), regardless whether L-carnosine is or

not co-incubated with the denaturant and the protein prior to heating. This substan-

tially compromised interaction capability of α-crystallin with L-carnsoine upon heating

in the presence of denaturant suggests that the osmolyte is not capable of restoring the

thermal stability of the native small heat shock domain. This may be related to an
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inherent irreversibility of the amylodogenic transition of the protein that requires the

simultaneous action of heat and guanidinium interaction. Guanidinium alone does not

seem sufficient for this transition as indicated by the unchanged extent of L-carnosine

STD measured by NMR in samples with guanidinium but no thermal pre-incubation

with the denaturant. Although the osmolyte characteristics of L-carnosine are not

strong enough to revert the transformation undergone by α-crystallin heated in pres-

ence of guanidinium, L-carnosine exerts some action on the pre-treated α-crystallin

samples as is evident from the NMR DOSY results Fig. 4.5.
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4.2 L-Carnosine either interacts transiently or does not

interact with amyloidβ-peptide

Due to the poor solubility of the 1-42Aβ-peptide we have used the Aβ12-28 for all

our NMR experiments. The results presented are based on two samples of the same

in varying buffer conditions. The first sample was prepared in 80/20 water/d6-DMSO

mixture with or without 50 mM d5-glycine at pH 3.35. All experiments with this

sample were done at 21◦C. To rule out any unfavourable effect of DMSO on interaction

of carnosine with the peptide, a second sample starting from a basic solution of the

peptide (pH>10), subsequently neutralized with phosphate was prepared. Experiments

with this sample were initially performed at low temperatures (6.7-12◦C) and later at

higher temperatures (25-30◦C).

4.2.1 Results from NOESY and TOCSY spectra

A four fold excess of Carnosine addition to a 1 mM Aβ12-28 sample brought about a

systematic pH increase from 3.8 to 4.26. Therefore the chemical shift observed in the

spectra on addition of Carnosine, at residues E22 and D23 side chains and K28 backbone

(the C-terminal residue) can be attributed to the change in carboxyl-carboxylate ratio

due to the increase in pH. Other limited chemical shift changes occurred at the backbone

NH-αCH connectivity of A21 and S26. The most relevant changes were observed for

the intensities of L17, V18, F19 and F20 spin systems that appeared significantly

reduced, much like the reduction/disappearance seen with the backbone and side chain

resonances of E22 and D23 (Fig. 4.6). Overall this pattern suggests that the inner

stretch of Aβ12-28, i.e. L17-F20, undergoes slow conformational exchange related to

slowed acid-base equilibria at E22 and D23 side chains that, in turn, may trigger intra

and intermolecular hydrophobic interactions because of the overall net charge decrease

when pH shifts towards the isoelectric point of the molecule which is 6.89 (190, 191).

To prevent unwanted effects from the increase in pH we prepared a sample with

20 mM d5-glycine, a condition that ensured a substantial pH stability up to a Aβ12-

28/carnosine ratio of 1:2. A small pH increase, 0.1 unit, was observed when a 1:3

ratio was reached; the overall ∆δ pattern is reported in Fig. 4.7. The small pH change

also limited the resonance attenuation within the segment L17-F20 (compare Figures-

Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7), therefore confirming that the main effect on the NMR spectrum
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Fig. 4.6 1H2D TOCSY regions of 1.0 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/d6-DMSO 80/20

at 21◦C, in the absence (red contours) and in the presence (black contours) of

4 mM carnosine (CRN). - The contour plots show, on the left, the amide connectivities

to the αCHs (and βCH2 for S26) and, on the right, the propagation to the other resonances

of the spin systems, with the assignments indicated by the amino acid residue single letter

code. Despite the same isotropic mixing time and power employed for data collection, the

spin systems of the stretch L17-F20 prove attenuated in the presence of carnosine along

with the patterns of E22 and D23. Similar features can be observed also in corresponding

symmetric quadrants of the TOCSY spectrum. The apparent attenuation of H13 spin-

system pattern is due, instead, to partial solvent suppression transfer to the αCH resonance

(approaching the solvent frequency on carnosine addition).

of Aβ12-28 from carnosine addition mentioned in the above paragraph comes from

carboxyl-carboxylate relative population changes. A further confirmation was obtained

from experiments obtained under conditions ensuring a more stringent pH control by

using 50 mM d5-glycine at pH 3.35 and by readjusting the pH to this value after addition

of carnosine. The spectra thus acquired showed no chemical shift changes (Figures

Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9) thus confirming that carnosine does not affect the solution state

of Aβ12-28, at least under the selected experimental conditions of both NOESY and

TOCSY.

DMSO was used in the above two cases to prevent aggregation but the effects of

DMSO on the possible interaction of carnosine with Aβpeptide cannot be ruled out
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Fig. 4.7 1H2D TOCSY regions of 0.93 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/d6 -DMSO 80/20

with 20 mM d5 -glycine at 21◦C, in the absence (red contours) and in the

presence (black contours) of 2.7 mM carnosine (CRN). - The contour plots show,

on the left, the amide connectivities to the αCHs (and βCH2 for S26) and, on the right, the

propagation to the other resonances of the spin systems, with the assignments indicated

by the amino acid residue single letter code. Only chemical shift changes involving E22,

D23 and K28 resonance patterns are clearly observed due to carnosine addition, without

significant attenuation of the resonances in the stretch L17-F20.

completely. Thus we resorted to a protocol suggested elsewhere (192) to prevent aggre-

gation of the full-length Aβ, i.e. starting from a basic solution of the peptide (pH >10),

subsequently neutralized with phosphate (see Materials and Methods). To disfavour

hydrophobic interactions most of the measurements were performed at low tempera-

tures (6.7-12◦C). Higher temperature (25-30◦C) experiments were run only at a later

stage. Figure-Fig. 4.10 depicts the overlay of the amide connectivity propagation from

2D TOCSY spectra of Aβ12-28 alone and in the presence of carnosine (1:2 peptide-

to-carnosine). For each stoichiometric equivalent addition of carnosine the pH value

increased progressively from the initial value of 7.36, reaching finally a value of 7.48,

but no noteworthy shift was detected for the residues with carboxyl groups, i.e. E22,

D23 and the C-terminus. This behaviour reflects the virtually complete deprotona-

tion of all carboxylates at pH 7.36, a value more than 3 units above the typical side

chain carboxyl group pKa. Chemical shift invariance with respect to carnosine addi-
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Fig. 4.8 1H2D TOCSY regions of 1.0 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/d6 -DMSO 80/20

with 50 mM d5 -glycine at 21◦C, in the absence (red contours) and in the

presence (black contours) of 3.4 mM carnosine (CRN). - The contour plots show,

on the left, the amide connectivities to the αCHs (and βCH2 for S26) and, on the right, the

propagation to the other resonances of the spin systems, with the assignments indicated

by the amino acid residue single letter code. Even under these conditions, the excess of

carnosine was able to raise the pH from 3.35 to 3.65, and induce shifts of E22, D23 and

K28 connectivities (Fig. S4). These shifts were readily corrected, as seen in the above

overlays, by readjusting the pH value back to 3.31.

tions was also observed for all the other resonances of Aβ12-28, including those of the

aromatic hydrogens, which suggests the lack of interaction between the two molecules

or the existence of transient interactions not detectable within the timescale of NMR

experiments.

The possible involvement of Aβ12-28 amide protons in H-bonds was ascertained

by measuring the corresponding chemical shift thermal coefficients (∆δ/∆T) over the

range of temperature (6.7-12◦C) in 2D TOCSY spectra. Table 4.1 lists the amide

thermal coefficients with respect to carnosine presence and no difference is evident. The

rather large ∆δ/∆T values, on average 7.4±1.4 and 7.6±1.3 ppb/degree, without and

with cosolute, respectively, are consistent with the lack of stable H-bonds. The lowest

∆δ/∆T values, observed at segment S26-N27, could be interpreted to reflect a local

trend towards H-bond formation, somehow reduced by carnosine. The Hα chemical
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Fig. 4.9 1H2D TOCSY regions of 1.0 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/d6 -DMSO 80/20

with 50 mM d5 -glycine at 21◦C, in the absence, at pH 3.35 (red contours),

and in the presence of 3.4 mM carnosine, at pH 3.65 obtained upon addition

(magenta contours), and pH 3.31 obtained after readjustment (black contours).

- The contour plots show the amide connectivities to the αCHs (and βCH2 for S26) , on

the left, and the propagation to the other resonances of the spin systems, on the right,

with the assignments indicated by the amino acid residue single letter code. Assignments

are given in Fig. S3. The excess of carnosine was able to raise the pH and induce shifts of

E22, D23, K28 and carnosine histidine connectivities.

shifts, however, including those of S26 and N27, are very close to the values observed

for statistically disordered peptides,(193) except for A21 and E22 where upfield shifts by

0.10 and 0.15 ppm were measured. The Hα chemical shift deviations (∆δHα) from the

standard values for random structures are diagnostic for secondary structure regions

when not below 0.1 ppm and when occurring as consecutive groups. Based on the

specific evidence from NOESY data (see Figure-Fig. 4.11), it is possible to attribute

a structural meaning to the upfield deviations detected for A21 and E22 in terms of

bending into a local α-like conformation that introduces a loose turn geometry. It

seems likely that the loose turn arrangement involving the stretch V18-D23 previously

reported,(161) has extended to L17-V24, in our case (in aqueous phosphate at low

temperature and neutral pH).
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Table 4.1 Thermal coefficients (∆δ) in parts-per-billion, ppb, per degree) of

Aβ12-28 amide hydrogen chemical shifts in the absence and presence of Carno-

sine, - measured over the range 6.7 12◦C. The experimental error for all values is ±0.9

ppb/degree. Aβ12-28 0.46 mM in 92:8 HR2RO:DR2RO, 16 mM phosphate and 4 mM

NaOH, at pH 7.36. On addition of 0.95 mM carnosine, pH increased to 7.48. For the

unresolved H13/H14/D23 and Q15/K16 amide cross-peaks (Fig. 4.10), single ∆δ values

were determined.

Aβ12-28 Aβ12-28 Aβ12-28 + Carnosine

Residue ∆δ (ppd/degree) ∆δ (ppd/degree)

H13/H14 -6.9 -7.2

Q15/K16 -8.0 -8.9

L17 -9.1 -9.8

V18 -8.8 -8.8

F19 -9.4 -9.3

F20 -7.3 -7.4

A21 -6.6 -6.9

E22 -6.2 -6.5

D23 -6.9 -7.2

V24 -9.0 -8.8

G25 -7.0 -7.3

S26 -5.8 -6.1

N27 -4.8 -5.5

K28 -6.8 -6.8
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Fig. 4.10 1H2D TOCSY regions of 0.46 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/D2O 92/8 with

4mM NaOH and 16 mM phosphate, pH 7.36, at 6.7◦C, in the absence (red

contours) and in the presence (black contours) of 0.95 mM carnosine (CRN).

- The contour plots show, on the left panel, the amide connectivities to the αCHs (and

βCH2 for S26) and, on the right panel, the propagation to the other resonances of the

spin systems, with the assignments indicated by the amino acid residue single letter code.

Under the mentioned conditions, the carnosine excess raised the pH to 7.48, but no shift

was detected for E22, D23 and K28 connectivities.

4.2.2 Results from DOSY experiments

DOSY experiments were performed on a buffered sample (0.93 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/d6

-DMSO 80/20 with 20 mM d5-glycine) in the presence and absence of an excess of

carnosine. The relative diffusion coefficients (Figure-Fig. 4.12) are consistent with

Aβ12-28 hydrodynamic radii of 1.17 and 1.13 nm, respectively, in the absence and

presence of carnosine, at 2◦C. According to previously reported estimates(190, 191) the

hydrodynamic radii for monomeric and dimeric Aβ12-28 (calculated in water/D2O pH

5.0, at 25◦C) should be 1.05 and 1.45nm respectively corresponding to a monomer-dimer

ratio of 70/30 (in D2O at pH 5.0 and 25◦C). According to the calculated hydrodynamic

radii from our data there seems to be an increase in the monomer-dimer ratio from

70/30 to 80/20 (calculated according to a procedure reported elsewhere[61), due to

the addition of carnosine. This could be due to the nonspecific cosolute effect on the

monomer/dimer association equilibrium brought about by carnosine addition to the
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Fig. 4.11 Overlay of 2D TOCSY (red contours) and 2D NOESY (blue con-

tours) regions of 0.46 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/D2O 92/8 with 4mM NaOH and 16

mM phosphate, pH 7.36, at 6.7◦C. - The intense Hα-HN conectivities are indicated

in the left panel, whereas the right panel shows Hβ-HN connectivities. It is worth noting

that all these connectivities occur within the segment L17-V24.

sample.

The results of the DOSY measurements (Figure-Fig. 4.13) in aqueous phosphate are

reported in Table 4.2 in terms of hydrodynamic radii (Rh) of Aβ12-28 and carnosine

(194). The results again confirm that Aβ12-28 is predominatly monomeric in aqueous

phosphate at neutral pH and low temperature. The apparent Rh value of carnosine in-

creases in the presence of Aβ12-28 because of the transient fast interaction. Although

more marginally, also the Aβ12-28 diffusion coefficient and hence the apparent Rh

value, is affected by the fast intermolecular interaction. Sample aging does not alter

significantly the monomeric state of Aβ12-28, at least over three-four weeks, indepen-

dent of the presence or absence of carnosine. In fact, the Rh values are constant. The

monomeric state of Aβ12-28 appears to resist also temperature. No aggregation due to

hydrophobic interactions can be inferred from the Rh values at higher temperatures.

Rather, a decrease of those values is observed which could be because of the fast con-

formational dynamics resulting in changes of the average hydrodynamic dimensions of

Aβ12-28. The dimerization processes inferred from in DMSO/water mentioned above

do not appear to occur in aqueous phosphate at neutral pH, at least based on the
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Fig. 4.12 1H 2D DOSY region of 0.93 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/d6 -DMSO 80/20

with 20 mM d5-glycine at 21◦C, in the absence (red contours) and in the

presence (black contours) of 2.7 mM carnosine. - The ordinate reports the logarithm

of diffusion coefficient.

observable NMR signals (Compare Figures Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. However, failure

to detect dimers or other low-oligomeric species does not necessarily rule out their

occurrence at low concentration along with highly-aggregated NMR-invisible states.

The failure to observe all of the amide resonances in the spectra acquired at T ≥
25◦C because of the fast solvent exchange expected above neutral pH is consistent with

a statistical conformational averaging. This suggests that only at low temperature the

aqueous phosphate at neutral pH supports a conformation similar to that observed in

20% DMSO, at moderately acidic pH and 21◦C. The thermal stabilization observed in

the latter solvent may arise from the association equilibria of Aβ12-28, primarily from

dimerization. Surely dimerization is related to the side-chain charge states, that change

at the experimental pH values, and unrelated to the N- and C- termini charge states,

that do not change instead. The dimerization processes inferred in DMSO/water do

not appear to occur in aqueous phosphate at neutral pH, at least based on the observ-

able NMR signals. However, failure to detect dimers or other low-oligomeric species

does not necessarily rule out their occurrence at low concentration along with highly-

aggregated NMR-invisible states also in aqueous phosphate at neutral pH, similar to

the NMR-invisible species that were shown to occur in solution at pH ≥5 (? ). The

highly-aggregated NMR-invisible states may be underging dissociation upon carnosine

addition as is observed by NMR in water/DMSO.
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Table 4.2 Hydrodynamic radii (Rh) of Aβ12-28 and carnosine measured as

a function of temperature and sample age. Aβ12-28 0.46 mM in 92:8 H2O:D2O,

16 mM phosphate and 4 mM NaOH, at pH 7.36. When 0.95 mM carnosine was present,

pH increased to 7.48. The listed Rh values were determined from the average diffusion

coefficients determined by single exponential fitting of different Aβ12-28 methyl signals

and the β-alanine methylene signals of carnosine. The reported Rh uncertainties are the

standard deviations calculated from the dispersion of the diffusion coefficients. The values

at 25 and 30◦C were obtained from the diffusion coefficients estimated directly from the

corresponding DOSY maps. In this case uncertainties are expected to be 5-10%, at most,

as the Rh of TSP, i.e. the NMR chemical shift internal reference, proved to be 0.29 nm at

both temperatures therefore ensuring the reliability of the determinations.

Temperature◦C RhAβ12-28(nm) RhCarnosine(nm) Sample age

6.7 1.04±0.09 - 1 day

6.7 1.04±0.09 0.38±0.02 1 day

6.7 - 0.34±0.01 1 day

6.7 0.97±0.05 - 7 days

6.7 0.98±0.06 0.40±0.03 7 days

6.7 0.99±0.03 - 20 days

6.7 1.01±0.03 0.40±0.03 20 days

12 0.96±0.01 - 21 days

12 0.99±0.02 0.37±0.01 21 days

25 0.92 - 28 days

25 0.92 0.37 28 days

30 0.93 - 28 days

30 0.93 0.37 28 days
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4.2 L-Carnosine either interacts transiently or does not interact with
amyloidβ-peptide

Fig. 4.13 1H 2D DOSY region of 0.46 mM Aβ12-28 in H2O/D2O 92/8 with

4mM NaOH and 16 mM phosphate, at 6.7◦C, in the absence, pH 7.36 (red

contours) and in the presence, pH 7.48 (black contours) of 0.95 mM carnosine.

- The ordinate reports the logarithm of diffusion coefficient. Left: the sample at 1 day

from preparation. Right: the same sample at 20 days from preparation.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.3 L-Carnosine has no effect on the unfolding free energy

landscape of β2microglobulin

Deuterium exchange was monitored by acquiring 1H,15N-SOFAST-HMQC experiments

on each sample subjected to a temperature ramp from 293.15K to 313.13K over a

time period of twenty nine hours. Fig. 4.14 shows the spectral plots of β2m with the

exchange occurring over time during the temperature ramp. As more and more residues

exchange, the corresponding peaks appear in the HMQC spectra. It is clear that there

is no degradation of the sample after undergoing the thermal treatment.

The time evolution curves of the signals (S3, as described in materials and meth-

ods section), are plotted as decays. Fig. 4.15, Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 show the mea-

sured decays for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m samples in the blank and in

the presence of carnosine at two different concentrations (b2m:carnosine (1:1) and

β2m:carnosine (1:100)) respectively, fitted with the function (grey continuous line)

N (t) = a[0]·exp(a[1]·exp(a[2]·t)) and fitted according to the selected thermodynamic

model (red dashed). The exchange rates (kex) were calculated according to equations

3.13 and 3.14.

The data were analyzed in two ways, one by assuming a single EX2 process and

second by dissecting the global and local processes. A program written in C was used

for the first analysis. In this case the ∆G of unfolding of the well resolved amide

residues were extracted by assuming a single EX2 model and is plotted in Fig. 4.18.

No significant decrease in ∆G is noticed in the samples with carnosine when compared

with the blank. Grouping the highest values of ∆G in the blank and the two samples

leads to the identification of four residues Fig. 4.19 viz., Cys25, Tyr26, Cys80 and

Arg81 (Cys80 couldn’t be traced in the 1:100 sample as it was not well resolved). The

average ∆G calculated for this group in blank is 8.96±0.42 kcal/mol, for the 1:1 sample

is 8.86±0.46 kcal/mol and that for the 1:100 sample is 9.02±0.44. kcal/mol at 298K.

This ∆G value is a measure of the protein stability with respect to global unfolding. The

rise in this value from 8.86kcal/mol (1:1 sample) to 9.02kcal/mol (1:100) on increasing

the concentration of carnosine with respect to β2m may suggest a slight stabilization of

the protein brought about by carnsoine although this increment may not be significant

enough to account for the 100 times increase in carnosine concentration. The fact that

the ∆G of the blank is 0.1kcal/mol more than the 1:1 sample could be explained by
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β2microglobulin

the fact that the batch of the protein used for the blank was different and hence the

slightly different experimental conditions.

The decay analysis using the method described in the paper by Enrico et al (submit-

ted) involves a clustering and selection step of the above mentioned decays to identify

the local and global opening processes. Accordingly, amide sites Fig. 4.19. Cys25,

Tyr26 and Arg81 have been identified as those exchanging through global unfolding

with EXX kinetics in the two β2m-carnosine samples and Cys25, Arg81, Leu40 and

Ala79 in the blank. The results of the analysis for the three samples are summarized in

Fig. 4.20. The ∆G of unfolding in this case for the blanks is 7.60±0.099 kcal/mol, for

the 1:1 sample is 8.21±0.14 kcal/mol and for the 1:100 sample is 8.23±0.13 kcal/mol.

The comparison of the results between the blank and samples with carnosine may

suggest a slight stabilization of the protein brought about by carnosine, however the

increasing carnosine concentration in the two samples doesn’t seem to have an effect

on the unfolding free energy.

A summary of the partial unfolding parameters are given in Fig. 4.21. The residues

10, 28, 80, 82 and 83 in blank; 80 and 83 in the 1:1 sample and 28, 40 and 83 in

the 1:100 sample show increase in their ∆GNP values than their corresponding ∆G of

global unfolding. The data for residue 80 shows some error because of its unresolved

signal but in the case of the other residues, it may be reasoned to be arising because

of the destabilization of the partially opened states that do not obey the typical EX2

behaviour but rather contributes to HX with an EX1 limit. As mentioned in the

methods section, the pH of the 1:1 sample is 6.88, that of the 1:100 is 6.99 and that

of the blank is 7.00. The relative krc changes with the slight increase in pH may be

thought to explain for the relative increase in the ∆GNP values of these residues that

exchange with an EX1 limit. It may be postulated that these pH sensitive residues

are exposed by a correlated sub-global opening leading to the disruption of the protein

structure with the exception of the central core formed by the residues that exchange

through global unfolding. The equilibria between the different global and sub-global

unfolded states may vary with the pH or even higher concentrations of the osmolyte

and could play an important role in determining the protein stability or its propensity

to convert to amyloid fibrils.

The residues exhibiting the highest ∆G values can be thought of as structural de-

terminants of the whole protein stability since their HX process would be exclusively
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driven by global unfolding. The residues Fig. 4.19. identified for β2m both in the pres-

ence and absence of carnosine are Cys25, Tyr26, Arg81, and its neighbouring residues

Cys80 (where ever it could be traced) and Ala79 and Leu40 (in the blank where the

data was treated with the more rigorous approach by selecting and clustering the de-

cays). In any case, these residues are the ones located in β strands B and F that

encompass the disulphide-linked cysteines at positions 25 and 80 and to the adjacent

C strand (Leu40) that altogether form the innermost structural core of the protein.

Taken together, these results show that the β2m unfolding landscapes in the presence

and absence of carnosine prove essentially constant. The presence of carnosine at both

high (ratio of protein-ligand 1:100) and low (ratio of protein-ligand 1:1) concentrations

do not cause any significant thermodynamic effects in the protein-osmolyte mixture.

Overall, the results suggest that carnosine has no particular stabilizing effect on β2m.
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β2microglobulin
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Fig. 4.14 1H,15N-SOFAST-HMQC spectra of β2m in the presence of carnosine

(protein ligand ratio 1:1) at different temperatures (given at the top of each

panel) during different time periods of the temperature ramp - The first spectrum

was obtained at the start, the second at the mid and the third at the end of the temperature

ramp. The last inlet shows the overlay of the spectra acquired at 293.15K at the start (red)

and the end (blue) of the temperaute ramp. Red peaks are the fast exchanging residues,

the rate of which could not be tracked by the exchange experiment protocol while the

slowly exchanging residues (blue) that showed a gradual increase in intensity over time

and without any peak-overlaps were used for the experimental analysis
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Fig. 4.15 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in phosphate buffer (final pH 7.00), together with

the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines) and the fit according to the chosen thermodynamic

model (grey lines).
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β2microglobulin

Fig. 4.16 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues (residue

numbers at top of each panel) of β2m in the presence of carnosine (at 1:1 ratio) in phosphate

buffer (final pH 6.88), together with the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines) and the fit

according to the chosen thermodynamic model (grey lines)
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Fig. 4.17 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues (residue

numbers at top of each panel) of β2m in the presence of carnosine (at 1:100 ratio) in

phosphate buffer (final pH 6.99), together with the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines)

and the fit according to the chosen thermodynamic model (grey lines)
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Fig. 4.18 Gibbs free energy values (kcal/mol) at 298 K for the backbone

opening equilibrium (∆Gop) - at specific β2m residues in the presence (orange-1:1

protein:osmolyte ratio, yellow-blank, green-1:100 protein:osmolyte ratio), as obtained after

determining the individual kexT functions from intensity data. Numerical values and errors

(reported on the bars), are listed in the following page
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Fig. 4.18 Thermodynamic parameters (values ± standard deviations) for

opening reactions of β2m at different experimental conditions - estimated from

HX data and fitted with basic EX2 model
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β2microglobulin

Fig. 4.19 Sequence (top panel) and secondary structure of β2m - The β strands

are named in the cartoon representation of the protein on the left whereas the one on the

right shows the residues involved in global unfolding process. The cartoon representations

were prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC) (PDB code: 1JNJ (195))
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Fig. 4.20 A summary of the results obtained by selection and clustering of

decays - to identify local and global processes of β2m in the presence and absence of

carnosine. The histogram and the table at the bottom reports the thermodynamic param-

eters and relative standard deviations for the global unfolding reaction of β2m obtained

by the exchange studies in the presence and absence of carnosine. Units are kcal/mol for

∆G and ∆H and kcal/Kmol for ∆S
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Fig. 4.21 A summary of the partial unfolding parameters of the locally ex-

changing residues - under the different experimental conditions
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Fig. 4.22 Secondary structure of β2m showing the strands (left) and residues

(right) involved in correlated local openings - expected to be exchanging in the EX1

limit. The cartoon representations were prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC)

(PDB code: 1JNJ (195))
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4.4 Heparan Sulfate (HS) exhibits destabilizing effect on

β2m

As described in the previous chapter, deuterium exchange was monitored by acquiring

1H,15N-SOFAST-HMQC experiments on β2m samples in the presence and absence of

HS at two different pH and subjected to a temperature ramp from 293.15K to 313.13K

over a time period of twenty nine hours. There was no sample degradation or interaction

between the protein and ligand observed during the time course of the experiments.

The decay maps depicting the the time-temperature dependence of a group of slowly

exchanging amides of β2m along with the relative fitting to extract the kexT curves

according to equations 3.13 and 3.14 are given in Fig. 4.23, Fig. 4.24, Fig. 4.25 and

Fig. 4.26. Data were analyzed using a C written routine that directly calculates the

thermodynamic parameters starting from the experimental kinetic data in the EX2

limit. The slightly destabilizing environment made it difficult to analyze the data with

the second rigorous method (of selecting and clustering the decays to identify the global

and local residues, used in the previous section), therefore the results detailed below

are from the analysis assuming a single EX2 process.

Fig. 4.27 illustrates the results obtained by the single EX2 model used for a subset of

slowly exchanging and well resolved amide signal over the whole experiment. The ∆G

of opening (unfolding free energy) for both the samples along with the corresponding

blanks are plotted in the histogram and the whole list of data values are given in the

following two pages. Grouping of the highest values of the reported ∆G values leads

to a selection of β2m residues 25, 26, 28, 66, 79, 80, 81 and 83 in the pH 7.00 sample

and residues 24, 25, 26, 66, 80 and 81 in the pH 6.44 sample. These residues exhibiting

the highest values of unfolding free energy can be considered to be the structural

determinants of the whole protein stability as their HX process is exclusively driven by

the global unfolding.The average ∆G calculated for these groups are 8.87±0.62 kcal/mol

for the blank at pH 7.00 and 8.68±0.92 kcal/mol for the corresponding sample at the

same pH; 8.33±0.33 kcal/mol for the blank at pH 6.44 and 7.79±0.28 kcal/mol for the

corresponding sample at pH 6.25. These ∆G values account for the protein stability

with respect to the global unfolding of the protein and in both cases the addition of HS

leads to a lowering of the ∆G values implying a destabilization of the protein brought

about by HS addition. Also, from the ∆G values and the corresponding histograms
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it is clear that the destabilizing effect exerted by HS on β2m is more pronounced

at pH 6.25 than at pH 7.0. These results further confirm that HS functions as a

destabilizing osmolyte and may in part contribute to the initiation or the acceleration

of the amyloidogenesis process of β2m.

It may be noted that, as in the case with carnosine the residues involved in global

unfolding of β2m Fig. 4.28 are again the ones located in the β strands B, C, E and

F which form the structural core of the protein. Previous studies (47, 48, 49, 50)

have shown that HS is a universal component of amyloid and is perhaps playing an

important role in amyloid generation by promoting fibrillogenesis. Despite the large

body of evidence supporting the importance of HS in amyloidogenesis, little is known

about the precise mechanism of interaction between this highly charged GAG and the

proteins involved in amyloidogenesis. It is at this juncture that this NMR study on the

model protein β2m, proves useful. In accordance with the previous studies, our results

confirm the destabilization effect of HS on β2m. Additionally, the data identifies the

residues of β2m that are the major contributors of the global unfolding process. It can

be postulated that HS exerts its destabilizing effects on β2m through these residues

bringing about protein unfolding and perhaps a gradual propensity to convert into

amyloid fibrils.
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4.4 Heparan Sulfate (HS) exhibits destabilizing effect on β2m

Fig. 4.23 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in phosphate buffer (final pH 6.44), together with

the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines).
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Fig. 4.23 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in phosphate buffer (final pH 6.44), together with

the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines).
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4.4 Heparan Sulfate (HS) exhibits destabilizing effect on β2m

Fig. 4.24 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in the presence of 10%HS in phosphate buffer (final

pH 6.25), together with the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines).
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Fig. 4.24 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in the presence of 10%HS in phosphate buffer (final

pH 6.25), together with the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines).
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4.4 Heparan Sulfate (HS) exhibits destabilizing effect on β2m

Fig. 4.25 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in phosphate buffer (final pH 7.00), together with

the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines).
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Fig. 4.26 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in the presence of 10%HS in phosphate buffer (final

pH 7.00), together with the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines).
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4.4 Heparan Sulfate (HS) exhibits destabilizing effect on β2m

Fig. 4.26 Peak decays (blue circles) - for the slowly exchanging residues of β2m

(residue numbers at top of each panel) in the presence of 10%HS in phosphate buffer (final

pH 7.00), together with the fit according to Eq. 3.14 (red lines).
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Fig. 4.27 Gibbs free energy values (kcal/mol) at 298 K for the backbone open-

ing equilibrium (∆Gop) and the thermodynamic parameters (values ± standard

deviations) - at specific β2m residues, as obtained after determining the individual kexT

functions from intensity data. Histogram on top shows the plot for the blank and sample

at pH 7.00 and the one at the bottom shows the plot of the blank at pH 6.44 and the

sample at pH 6.25. Numerical values and errors (reported on the bars), are listed in the

following two pages.
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opening reactions of β2m at different experimental conditions - estimated from

HX data and fitted with basic EX2 model
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Fig. 4.27 Thermodynamic parameters (values ± standard deviations) for

opening reactions of β2m at different experimental conditions - estimated from

HX data and fitted with basic EX2 model
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4.4 Heparan Sulfate (HS) exhibits destabilizing effect on β2m

Fig. 4.28 Sequence (top panel) and secondary structure of β2m showing the β

strands (bottom left) and residues involved in global unfolding process - in the

presence of 10%HS in phosphate buffer at pH 7.00 (bottom middle) and at pH 6.25 (bottom

right). The cartoon representations were prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC)

(PDB code: 1JNJ (195))
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4.5 Osmolytes and amyloid forming proteins

Osmolytes are important intracellular cosolutes that are assumed to have evolved to

stabilize proteins against adverse environmental conditions. Several studies have shown

the importance of osmolytes in protein folding and functionality. It has been thought

that osmolytes exert their action on proteins by affecting the solvent properties of water

as related to protein polarity and protein diffusion and that the ability of the osmolytes

to stabilize the proteins against denaturing stress originates from the unfavourable in-

teraction of the osmolyte with the peptide backbone. The osmolyte-induced protein

folding is a very weak protein:osmolyte interaction and do not occupy any significant

fraction of the backbone allowing no real competition for backbone binding sites. Os-

molytes within a cell function in a concerted way and the concentrations of different

osmolytes in different cells depend merely on the site of action and the cell-types in-

volved. Since osmolytes are universally recognized as important players in protein fold-

ing/functionality it is worth thinking that these organic cosolutes may have important

roles in regulating/controlling protein misfolding and may be important determinants

of the amylodogenic pathway. Therefore, this study was designed to understand the

role of osmolytes in stabilizing/destabilizing proteins involved in amyloidoses. This is

the first experimental study of this kind and the results discussed here are preliminary

and sets a background for further studies on protein-osmolyte mixtures in the context

of amyloidogenesis.

We have chosen to study three amyloidogenic systems viz.; the eye-lens protein α-

crystallin which upon aggregation and precipitation gives rise to cataract, a fragment

from the Amyloidβ-peptide (Aβ) a major constituent of the Alzheimers plaque and

β2-microglobulin (β2m) the protein responsible for dialysis related amyloidosis. Our

results essentially prove that protein-osmolyte interaction (in cases where it exists) is

a weak and transient interactive force but extremely specific to proteins. The same

osmolyte may or may not exert the same kind of action on different proteins. The

protective effects of osmolytes on proteins depends on its site of action, the protein

involved, the intracellular environment (pH playing an important role) and perhaps its

co-existence with other osmolytes and cosolutes within a cell.
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4.5.1 Is carnosine a protective osmolyte?

Carnosine has been described as an important protective agent in long-lived tissues

like the human brain, kidneys, innervated tissues and eye-lens at concentrations as

high as 20mM. Its a molecule that has been widely studied in the realm of its antioxi-

dant activities and biological buffering capacity, preventing damage to many biological

structures and protecting cells against osmotic shock, oxidative stress or toxic e?ects

of metabolites and free radicals. In this thesis work we have studied the type of in-

teraction between carnosine and two proteins viz., α-crystallin and a fragment from

the Amyloidβ -peptide. Then we have studied the unfolding landscape of the model

protein β2-microglobulin in the presence and absence of carnosine.

Our results from the STD experiments on the αcrystallin-carnosine system show

that an efficient yet weak interaction occurs occurs between α-crystallin and carnosine

but how these interactions effect the stability of the protein has not yet been clear.

Magnetization transfers occurring at high concentrations of the osmolyte (upto a pro-

tein:ligand ratio of 1:1000) shows the efficacy of the interaction at ratios that may

be normal within cells. Limitations of the method stopped us from tracing the inter-

action any further than this ratio. Our studies on the control protein βL-crystallin

and lysozyme that show no efficient/or little magnetic transfer further strengthens the

applicability of this method in elucidating from a semi-quantitative view point, the ex-

istence of interactions and points out that the results not due to any random collisions

occurring because of the the co-existence of the protein and osmolyte in solution at such

high concentrations. Our studies on Amyloidβ-peptide also points out to a weak and

transient interaction that may be existing in solution but not as efficient as the one with

α-crystallin. Exchange studies were conducted on the β2m system to check for the un-

folding free energy landscape of the protein at large and to see the residue-level changes

in unfolding free energy that carnosine may bring about in the protein. Our results

show no particular effect of carnosine on the protein at concentrations that were 100

times the concentration of the protein in solution. We noticed a slight increase in ∆G

of unfolding but this increase was not sufficient to say if carnosine exerts a protective

effect on β2m or that it stabilizes the protein. Perhaps, at higher concentrations the

effect could be more pronounced but to get this information at residue-level specificity

at such high concentrations is difficult with the attempted method.
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At this point, we can conclude that carnosine is an osmolyte that acts in a variety

of ways on different proteins but our results are not sufficient to state if the effects are

always protective. It is however clear that carnosine exerts no harmful effects on the

proteins studied and therefore do not exert a destabilizing effect.

4.5.2 Is Heparan Sulfate (HS) a destabilizing osmolyte?

HS is an important molecule for pharmaceutical research, given its ubiquitous presence

on cell surfaces and its roles in development, homeostasis and pathological processes.

Studies have shown that HS directly interacts with amyloid proteins in vitro and in-

vestigations of in vivo amyloid deposits have shown that HS is a co-deposit in all types

of amyloids. Despite the large body of evidence supporting the importance of HS in

amyloidogenesis, little is known about the precise mechanism of interaction between

this highly charged GAG and the proteins involved in amyloidogenesis. Our deuterium-

exchange studies on the β2m-HS system shows that HS exerts a destabilizing effect on

β2m and this effect is more pronounced at pH 6.25 than at pH 7.00. We have also

ellucidated the residues involved in this destabilization process and conclude by stating

that the osmolyte HS exerts its destabilizing effects through these residues that may in

part contribute to the initiation or the acceleration of the amyloidogenesis process of

β2m.

However, as stated earlier the effects of the osmolyte may be specific for one protein

or cell type. The results discussed here may not be extended to other proteins. Al-

though the effects of HS on β2m are destabilizing, this result is not enough to categorize

HS as a destabilizing osmolyte. More research in this direction involving many other

proteins need to be done before tagging HS as a destabilizing osmolyte.
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5

Appendix

5.1 Other projects in which significant contributions were

made

5.1.1 Structural Polymorphism in the HRAS Promoter and Involve-

ment of G4-DNA in Transcription Regulation

The PhD activity started in the light of working with the project“Structural polymor-

phism in the HRAS promoter and involvement of G-4 DNA in transcription regulation”.

The overall goal of the project was to understand the structural features of the human

HRAS oncogene and to provide models for developing anti cancer drugs against the

same. The results of CD, FRET and PCR stop assay that were already carried out sug-

gested the formation of quadruplex structures at the promoter regions of the two genes

(HRAS-1 and HRAS-2) under study. This G-4 DNA seemed to be directly involved

in regulating the expression of these genes. Therefore, we attempted to determine the

structure of these quadruplex forming sequences by molecular modeling followed by

NMR.

Our first step was to create working models for understanding the possible con-

formations. Modeling programs like the Mc-sym were initially used to extract nec-

essary fragments from already studied models which were then used in a progarm

to create the final structures by superimposing the proper residues by calculating the

RMSD.However these attempts did not yield expected results for the HRAS-2 sequence

which was thought to form a parallel quadruplex structure from the CD experiments.
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Therefore a program to extract all possible nucleotide fragments of 1-4 nucleotide

length from already published structures/models was written in house. 1-4 residue

length nucleotide stretches formed the loops connecting the G- stretches in the quadru-

plex backbone. These fragments were again used in a program to superimpose these

fragments on the G-4 parallel and antiparallel stacks already created. The residues in

the loops were then mutated and renumbered to get the final HRAS-1 (antiparallel)

and HRAS-2 (parallel) quadruplex structure. These were further subjected to energy

minimization by using the NAMD program using CHARMM forcefield.

NMR studies were taken up for the experimental determination of these structures.

2D NMR experiments were carried out and data acquisition and assignment of reso-

nances to determine the conformation present was done first for HRAs-1. We could

conclude that HRAS-1 adopted an antiparallel quadruplex. NMR suggested a coexis-

tence of multiple conformers in the sample. This was particularly true for the HRAS-2.

The extensive overlap of the NMR signals and the inability to obtain a single stable

conformer in solution hindered any further interpretation of NMR data.

In the meanwhile, general protocols for molecular dynamics simulations and dock-

ing studies for quadruplex structures were developed and a manuscript was written

describing the same. The article is attached in the following pages.
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Abstract
Background: Independent surveys of human gene promoter regions have demonstrated an
overrepresentation of G3Xn1G3Xn2G3Xn3G3 motifs which are known to be capable of forming
intrastrand quadruple helix structures. In spite of the widely recognized importance of G-
quadruplex structures in gene regulation and growing interest around this unusual DNA structure,
there are at present only few such structures available in the Nucleic Acid Database. In the present
work we generate by molecular modeling feasible G-quadruplex structures which may be useful for
interpretation of experimental data.

Results: We have used all quadruplex DNA structures deposited in the Nucleic Acid Database in
order to select a list of fragments entailing a strand of three adjacent G's paired with another strand
of three adjacent G's separated by a loop of one to four residues. These fragments were further
clustered and representative fragments were finally selected. Further fragments were generated by
assemblying the two strands of each fragment with loops from different fragments whenever the
anchor G's were superimposable. The fragments were used to assemble G quadruplex based on a
superimposability criterion.

Conclusion: Molecular models have been generated for a large number of G3Xn1G3Xn2G3Xn3G3
sequences. For a given sequence not all topologies are possible with the available repertoire of
fragments due to steric hindrance and low superimposability. Since all molecular models are
generated by fragments coming from observed quadruplex structures, molecular models are in
principle reliable and may be used for interpretation of experimental data. Some examples of
applications are given.

Background
It is generally recognized that in addition to the canonical
Watson-Crick double-stranded conformation, DNA can

assume a variety of secondary structures including triplex
[1-3], cruciform [4], quadruplex [5-7] and Z-DNA [8].
Quadruplex DNA, also called G4-DNA, is stabilized by G-
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quartets, planar arrays of four guanines paired by Hoogs-
teen hydrogen bonding, and monovalent alkali cation, K+
or Na+, located in the central cavity of the structure. G-
quartets can stabilize a variety of quadruplex structures
which can be intermolecular or intramolecular, in which
single-stranded DNA is folded to provide the four strands
of the guanine scaffold. In the human genome the sites
that can potentially form G4-DNA are estimated to be
more than 300.000. They are not randomly distributed,
but located preferentially in repetitive genomic sequences
such as the telomeres, ribosomal DNA and the immu-
noglobulin heavy-chain switch regions [7]. Moreover, G-
rich sequences have been found with a high frequency in
the control regions of proto-oncogenes, either upstream
or downstream the transcription start site (TSS) [9]. While
the formation of G4-DNA structures in the 5' overhang of
the telomeres has the function of reducing the effect of
endogenous nucleases and stabilizing the chromosomes,
the possible role of G4-DNA in the promoter of proto-
oncogenes is still a matter of debate. The observation that
some common transcription factors including SP1 (bind-
ing site: RGGCGKR), KLF (binding site: GGGGTGGGG),
and MAZ (binding site: GGGAGGG), recognize regions
composed by runs of guanines, potentially capable to
extrude G4-DNA, raises the hypothesis that this unusual
structure may be somehow involved in transcription reg-
ulation. Hurley and co-workers reported that a G-rich ele-
ment (-142 to -115 bp) upstream of the major P1
promoter folds into a stable G-quadruplex [10]. As G > A
point mutations abrogating the capacity of the promoter
to form a quadruplex enhance transcription, while por-
phyrinic ligands that stabilize G4-DNA reduce transcrip-
tion, it was concluded that quadruplex DNA should
behave as a repressor. Such mechanism has been hypoth-
esized also for other proto-oncogenes including KRAS
[11-13], CKIT [14], VEGF [15], CMYB [16], Rb [17] and
BCL-2 [18,19]. Nucleic acids structures are difficult to
probe in vivo, and the main evidence that G4-DNA exists
in cells is that antibodies raised against G-quadruplex
DNA label the macronuclei of a ciliate [20]. Furthermore,
the observation that several prokaryotic and eukaryotic
proteins recognize and bind to quadruplex DNA [21] also
supports indirectly that it exists in vivo. Some of these pro-
teins, hnRNP A1 [22], POT-1 [23] and human Werner
syndrome helicase [24] have also resolvase activity against
this structure.

Given its biological importance, G-quadruplex structures
have become target for several drug design studies (see e.g.
[6,25-28]). Many efforts have been made to resolve by
crystallography or NMR the structure of quadruplex DNA.
However, so far a limited number of structures has been
resolved, mainly because G-rich sequences at high con-
centrations tend to assume a variety of inter-molecular
and intra-molecular structures. So, molecular modeling

can be very helpful to get insight into putative G4-DNA
structures formed by biological relevant sites.

In particular, there is a widespread interest in sequences
possessing the motif G3+Xn1G3+Xn2G3+Xn3G3+, where G3+
indicates 3 or more G's and n1, n2 and n3 are numbers
greater than one. These sequences have been demon-
strated to be able to form intrastrand G-quadruplexes
[5,25,29-39].

Structure determination of intrastrand G-quadruplex has
been elusive, because of the observed conformational
equilibria which are detrimental for both NMR and X-ray
crystallographic studies. Indeed, base modifications have
been used to stabilize a particular conformation and more
in general it has been reported that only one out of several
tens of starting G-quadruplex putative sequences are ame-
nable to structural study [5]. To the best of our knowledge
there are only thirteen intrastrand G-quadruplex struc-
tures solved which do not contain modified bases.

When this figure is compared with the number of poten-
tial G-quadruplexes identified around the TSS of genes
and involved in gene regulation by independent studies
[40-48] the enormous gap between sequence and struc-
ture studies is apparent.

Besides the possibility that the same sequence could
adopt more conformations, which could prevent structure
resolution, the high concentration typically required for
structural methods could favor intermolecular assembly
over intramolecular formation of G-quadruplexes. Inter-
molecular G-quadruplexes (dimers or tetramers) are
roughly ten times more represented in the Nucleic Acid
Database (NDB) [49] or Protein Data Bank (PDB) [50]
than intramolecular G-quadruplexes.

However, the 3D structure of nucleic acids can be inferred
from sequence and indeed a pipeline of RNA secondary
structure prediction and structure reconstruction has been
recently shown to predict RNA structures with high accu-
racy [51-53]. The quality of the putative models relies on
the quality of RNA secondary structure prediction.

For G-quadruplexes the complexity of possible topologies
and the limited repertoire of structures solved makes this
task much more difficult. The MC-Fold and MC-sym pre-
diction pipeline proceeds from a single sequence to a sin-
gle structural model determined according to restraints
derived from structural prediction [51].

In this work we proceed in a different way, i.e. we simply
explore what conformations could be assembled by the
repertoire of observed fragments in a dataset of quadru-
plex structures. The rationale behind this study is that the
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latter dataset entails the most stable structural features of
G-quadruplexes. It is reasonable to expect that a predictive
model incorporating features found in this dataset should
be stable. We assemble novel quadruplex structures by
assembling combinatorially all fragments encoding for
strands participating in the G-quadruplex stems and loops
connecting two strands of the G-quadruplex. The set of
predictive models is instructive in that it highlights those
topologies and loop lengths which can be combined to
assemble a model together with their frequencies.

The method is inspired by the program MC-Sym [51-53]
which, combined with the secondary stucture prediction
program MC-Fold was able to accurately predict RNA
structure starting from a dataset of fragments. The pro-
gram assembles the fragments in a hierarchical manner,
subject to constraints and retaining all or only the best
fragments generated at each step [51]. The program has
many options to control the number of fragments kept at
each step of the building procedure and is designed to
achieve accuracy and efficiency.

No energy or scoring function is used on the contrary here
because the constraints imposed by the quadruplex struc-
ture are sufficient to efficiently counterbalance the
number of conformations assembled combinatorially
from the starting fragments.

We determine a library of 4418 structures (and
sequences), further refined by energy minimization,
which cover more than half of the possible topologies.
The structures are grouped together according to unique
glycosidic bond conformation, topology and loop length
and for each group the most representative structure is
chosen. This clustering procedure results in a set of 116
representative G-quadruplex structures which can be used,
in the absence of other structural information, to interpret
data like those coming from UV, CD or FRET experiments
which provide only partial structural information. Exam-
ples of possible applications are given.

Results and Discussion
G-quadruplex model generation
Quadruplex structure selection
The search in the Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) [49] for
quadruplex DNA structures returned 101 entries. Unfortu-
nately this list did not include all G-quadruplex contain-
ing structures. The Protein Data Bank (PDB) [50] was
searched for entries containing the words "tetraplex" or
"quadruplex" and the list was filtered by visual inspection.
The sequences extracted for each chain in the correspond-
ing PDB files were searched for a G3Xn1G3Xn2G3Xn3G3
motif. Only 14 such sequences were found that were cor-
responding to intrastrand G-quadruplexes (PDB ids.
143D, 186D, 1KF1, 1XAV, 230D, 2F8U, 2GKU, 2HY9,

2JPZ, 2JSL, 2JSM, 2O3M, 201D, 3CDM), including 230D
which contains the nucleotides uridine and inosine-phos-
phate. A literature survey was also done independently to
retrieve the released intramolecular quadruplex structures.
The search query ((quadruplex OR tetrad OR tetraplex OR
G-4 OR tetramer) AND (intramolecular OR unimolecular
OR monomolecular)) in Pubmed resulted in 344 hits.
Scanning the abstracts manually resulted in 86 articles rel-
evant to structural studies of quadruplexes. The author
names from these articles were collected and searched for
individually in Nucleic Acid Database for any deposited
quadruple helix structures. No novel intrastrand structure
was found in this procedure and thus we trust the set of 14
structures to be complete.

Such paucity of intrastrand G-quadruplex structure may
be related to the well known polymorphism of poly-dG
[54,55] and the difficulty in obtaining crystals for longer
DNA sequences or obtaining single solution forms for
NMR studies [5].

Assembly of DNA G-quadruplex stems from fragments
The selection of fragments from the available structures
produced, after clustering and selection of representatives
for similar conformations, 58 stem fragments and 65 loop
fragments, each representing different features, with
respect to diversity in sequence, parallel or antiparallel
arrangement, loop length and base pairings.

We use here the term "base pairing" as possible participa-
tion in the same G-tetrad. The base pairings of the first
base in the fragment may involve the edge of the base
involved in Watson-Crick base pairing (entailing atoms
N1 and N2) or the edge of the base which is involved in
Hoogsteen base pairing (entailing atom O6 and N7).
These base pairs are hereafter named edge-wise. Alterna-
tively hydrogen bonds may be missing altogether when
the second stem is located at the opposite corner of the
tetrad. These base pairs will be hereafter named tip-wise.
We refer to the three possibilities mentioned above as
WH, HW or X (cross) pairing, respectively, or for the sake
of notation 0, 2 and 1, respectively.

Loops connecting edge-wise and tip-wise antiparallel
strands correspond to lateral and diagonal loops, respec-
tively according to Webba da Silva [56]. Edge-wise loops
connecting parallel strands correspond to propeller loops,
according to the same author.

The distribution in loop lengths is uneven, with just two
loops of length 2 and seven loops of length 1. These short
loops are found exclusively in a parallel arrangement. 3
and 4 nucleotide loops are found 35 and 22 times, respec-
tively. Longer loops are found both parallel and antiparal-
lel. Interestingly, a loop connecting two parallel strands at
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the opposite corners of a tetrad is also present. Bases in
this loop, however, participate the G-tetrads and therefore
will be discarded, for steric reasons, in the following
assembly of G-quadruplexes.

The features of the selected fragments are reported in
Table 1.

The stems of the fragments were used to build up the four-
strand G-quadruplex stems. With the loose requirements
of no more than 0.8 Å RMSD between the superimposing

fragments and no overlap below 0.5 times the sum of van
der Waals radii (see Methods) 646 G-quadruplexes were
built whose tetrad planes were rebuilt using the frame
provided by the first three G strand in the sequence. In this
step it was checked that the model G-tetrad could be well
placed on the C1' anchor points. Models which exhibited
an RMSD larger than 3.0 Å were discarded, leaving a set of
509 G-quadruplex stem models.

Rebuilding the G-tetrad was necessary because, due to the
tolerant cutoff used for fragment assembly, base pairing
was not always consistent with the hydrogen bonding pat-
tern of a G-tetrad. For this reason the four G's constituting
the G-tetrad were replaced by a standard G-tetrad by first
superimposing the first G (numbered 1 in Figure 1) on the
G of the first strand in the molecule in order to determine
the orientation of the G-tetrad and then superimposing
the C1' atoms of the tetrad with those of the G-quadru-
plex.

Assembly of DNA G-quadruplex from G-quadruplex stems and loops
The strands of the 509 G-quadruplex stems determined as
described above were connected using the loops of the
fragments selected from the NDB and PDB quadruplex
dataset. 65 non-redundant loops were used resulting in
509 × 65 × 65 × 65 possible combinations. Many of these
were ruled out by steric hindrance or poor superposition
of the anchor G's preceding and following the loop. Nev-
ertheless 4418 molecular models have been generated
reflecting a variety of parallel/antiparallel dispositions,
loop lengths, syn/anti glycosidic bond angles. Many of
these models still suffered from long bonds resulting from
merging fragments and steric hindrances and for this rea-
son they were refined by energy minimization.

Molecular mechanics refinement
All 4418 model were subjected to 300 steps of molecular
mechanics minimization keeping the G-tetrads fixed. At
the end the energy distribution of the models was quite
homogeneous with energies ranging mostly between 700
and 1500 kcal/mol. Only four models were clearly sepa-
rated from the remaining ones at much higher energy
(two at ca. 13000 kcal/mol and two at ca. 63000 kcal/
mol) pointing out serious steric hindrance. Visual exami-
nation shows that the rebuilt G-tetrads are too close for
these four models. The latter models have not been con-
sidered in the following clustering procedure.

Clustering of structural models
All energy minimized models are available, together with
sequences and a table of energies and topologies, from the
authors. However, for more convenient usage, the models
were clustered according to unique glycosidic bond con-
formation, topology and loop length. The models sharing
the same glycosidic bond conformations, topology and

Table 1: Non-redundant features of the fragments selected from 
the database.

syn/anti a/p loop length pairing counts

a s a a 4 111 13

a a a p 3 000 10

s a a a 3 200 7

s s a a 3 002 6

s a a p 3 200 6

a a a p 1 000 6

a s a a 4 020 5

s s a a 3 220 2

a s a a 3 020 2

a a a p 4 111 2

s s a a 4 111 1

s a s a 3 111 1

s a a p 2 200 1

s a a p 1 200 1

s a a a 4 200 1

s a a a 4 111 1

a s a a 4 202 1

a s a a 3 202 1

a a a p 2 000 1

syn/anti indicates the conformation at the glycosidic bond of the first 
three G's, a/p indicates antiparallel/parallel arrangement, 0, 1 and 2 
pairings are described in the text and the number of fragments 
different in sequence or conformation is given in the column "counts".
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loop lengths were pairwise compared and for each model
a threshold RMSD was chosen and a weight was assigned
based on the RMSD with all other structures. The model
with largest weight was chosen as representative of all
models with RMSD lower than threshold. The procedure
was repeated, increasing the threshold RMSD, until a sin-
gle model was left. The energies of the resulting models
range between 690 and 1656 kcal/mol, a range compara-
ble with that found for experimental structures subjected
to the same minimization procedure (590 to 913 kcal/
mol), taking into account that experimental structures are
typically already refined. The most representative struc-
ture for each of the 116 clusters (see Table 2) is provided
[see Additional file 1].

Analysis of G-quadruplex models
Comparison with experimental structures
An obvious test for the methodology is to check whether
it is able to recover the observed intrastrand G-quadru-
plexes from the fragments which are not taken from that

intrastrand G-quadruplexes. Due to sequence diversity it
will be in general hard to recover exactly the same
sequence. For instance, for loops of length 2 there are only
two fragments with different sequence. When one of the
two loops is excluded from the list of fragments there will
be no possibility to obtain a loop of length 2 with the
same sequence. Nevertheless we will consider here the
topologies which are generated from assembly of frag-
ments with the same loop lengths.

In order to test the overall reliability of the method we
considered the set of intrastrand structures with three G
stem strands with loops of length 3. In the following we
indicate the overall topology of a model by noting the
sequence of loops as lateral (l), propeller (p) or diagonal
(d). The clockwise (+) or anti-clockwise (-) rotation of lat-
eral and propeller loops is with respect to a common
frame of reference (see [56]). It was not possible to extend
this analysis to the other structures because they contain
loops of length 2 for which only two fragments are present
in the dataset.

The structures with pdb id. 1KF1, 2GKU, 2HY9, 2JPZ,
2JSL, 2JSM and 3CDM all contain the core sequence
GGGTTAGGGTTAGGGTTAGGG and adopt three differ-
ent topologies: namely -p-p-p, -l-l-p, -p-l-l.

We considered for each topology all built models which
do not contain any fragment derived from structures with
the same topology. Moreover, due to the fragment cluster-
ing procedure adopted, no fragment is present in the data-
set closely related to those present in those structures. All
three topologies are actually represented several times in
the built models with RMSD over sugars and phosphates
from the original PDB structures between 2.0 and 3.0 Å.
An example with the real structure (pdb id: 2hy9) and the
model assembled from fragments is reported in Figure 2.
Although not all loops are similar to the real ones, by con-
struction, the topology and overall conformation is repro-
duced well by the model. The RMSD computed on all
backbone atoms is 2.2 Å.

It must be however noted that not only the observed
topologies for the sequence G3N3G3N3G3N3G3 are found
in the models but also others, although the observed
topology is among the most represented ones.

Topologies and loop lengths
Another test for the methodology is to check whether the
relationship between loop lengths and topology matches
the available experimental evidences.

Overall, the topologies of the models generated using all
the available fragments are not evenly distributed (Table
3). Only 14 out of 26 possible looping topologies are

The standard G-tetrad with reference numberingFigure 1
The standard G-tetrad with reference numbering. 
When the glycosidic bond angle is anti the chain progresses 
over the page, when it is syn the chain progresses below the 
page. According to Webba da Silva [56] the sign of the loop 
topology is positive when the first stem is progressing 
towards the viewer and the second stem is found rotating 
clockwise, and negative when it is found rotating anti-clock-
wise. E. g., when the glycosidic bond angle is anti the topology 
of a loop connecting the stem of base 1 to the stem of base 2 
would be marked with - sign, and the topology of a loop con-
necting the stem of base 1 to the stem of base 4 would be 
marked with + sign.
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found. There is a clear predominance of the -p-p-p topol-
ogy that is found in ca. one third of all models.

This finding is consistent with the observation that the
number of parallel fragments which are actually used for
assemblying the stems of G-quadruplex is larger than the
number of antiparallel fragments, although the starting
fragments (i.e. strand-loop-strand fragments) do not
show such parallel predominance. This might reflect a
general more regular arrangement of parallel versus
antiparallel strands, at least in the selected dataset. The
adoption of a -p-p-p topology leads to right-handedness
of the polynucleotide chain in the G-quadruplex.

Other well represented topologies are the mixed topolo-
gies +l+p+p, -l-l-p, -p-p-l, -pd+p, +l+p+l d+pd and the all-
antiparallel +l+l+l.

Some care must be taken when considering potential G-
quadruplexes involving loops of 4 residues because no
propeller-like loop is found in the starting dataset of frag-
ments. There are therefore no all parallel topologies
involving loops of 4 residues, although it has been shown
that the G-rich sequence in the human VEGF gene pro-
moter adopts an all-parallel structure involving a loop of
4 residues [15,57]. Most frequently diagonal fragments
are found.

Only 47 possible combinations of loop lengths are found
out of 64 possible. Of these some are more largely repre-
sented as a consequence of the uneven distribution of the
number of starting loops. In general there is no direct rela-
tionship between loop lengths and topology, although
sequences with loops as short as 1 or 2 nucleotides are, as
expected from the starting fragments, found in all-parallel
topology. For longer loop lengths typically many different
topologies are found.

It is interesting to note that some of the combination of
loop lengths are found with unique topology, among
these the most widely represented are 4, 3 and 4 (122
models), 1, 3 and 1 (58 models), 1, 1 and 3 (53 models)
(Table 2).

The effect of loop length on G-quadruplex topology and/
or stability has been studied by many authors [34,35,37-
39,58-61] under different conditions. Not all studies how-
ever address the formation of intramolecular G-quadru-
plexes. The two recent papers by Bugaut and
Balasubramanian [37] and Smargiasso et al. [38] investi-
gate systematically the effect of loop length, with rand-
omized sequences, on G-quadruplex stability and
topology. In both studies intramolecular vs. intermolecu-
lar G-quadruplex formation is experimentally addressed.
Notwithstanding different experimental conditions, these

studies provide, among other results, a general conclusion
which is well in line with previous evidences: in general
short loops (and in particular the presence of loops of
length one) strongly favor parallel arrangement of the
strands while for longer loops antiparallel and mixed
arrangements are observed. The topology of the models
built here appears consistent with experimental evi-
dences.

Possible applications
The present study constitutes a proof of principle, obvi-
ously physical or statistical effective energy functions
should more accurately measure the stability of the pre-
dictive models. Moreover the limited diversity in
sequence does not allow to build models for all possible
sequences. A third limitation of the present approach is
that no consideration of flanking residues which are
known to be important for the stability of G-quadruplex
is taken into account. In addition to these problems the
starting fragments are in limited number as exemplified
by the lack of parallel propeller loops of length 4.

It is worth however to explore how structural predictions
could complement experimental and bioinformatics
approaches.

It must be clear that the actual structure adopted by a DNA
sequence depends on many factors including flanking and
loop sequences and environmental conditions. The mod-
els built from experimental fragments constitute however
a set of structures whose features are consistent with
experimental structures. Due to the limited number of
structures solved so far, the set is not expected to cover all
possible structures. However, even in the presence of pol-
ymorphism the models proposed here constitute struc-
tural working hypotheses that can complement
experimental techniques.

The aim of the following subsection is to show, by select-
ing a few possible applications that inferences based on
the built models are consistent with experimental evi-
dence and thus provide an overall test of reliability for the
proposed models.

It is well known that potential G-quadruplex sequences
play a regulatory role but the nature of such role is differ-
ent according to the position of the sequence with respect
to the TSS and the strand where it is found [43].

The models provided by the present study could be used
straightforwardly as starting models for molecular
dynamics simulations or docking studies. Another possi-
bility is to use the topology information provided here to
complement other studies. The same topology could be
required by different DNA quadruplex sharing a common
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Table 2: Features of modeled intrastrand G-quadruplexes. 

syn/anti loop topology strand polarity loop 1 loop 2 loop 3 counts

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 1 1 10

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 1 2 6

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 1 3 53

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 2 1 8

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 2 2 2

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 2 3 20

a a a -p-p-l ppa 1 2 3 6

a a a -p-p-l ppa 1 2 4 2

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 3 1 58

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 3 2 8

a a a -p-p-p ppp 1 3 3 237

a a a -p-p-l ppa 1 3 3 34

a a a -p-l-l pap 1 3 3 3

a a a -p-p-l ppa 1 3 4 12

a a a -pd+p paa 1 4 1 3

a a a -pd+p paa 1 4 2 10

a a a -pd+l ppa 1 4 3 10

a a a -p-l-l pap 1 4 3 1

a a a -pd+p paa 1 4 3 35

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 1 1 4

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 1 2 2

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 1 3 21

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 2 1 3

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 2 2 1

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 2 3 11

a a a -p-p-l ppa 2 2 3 3

a a a -p-p-l ppa 2 2 4 1

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 3 1 23

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 3 2 3
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a a a -p-p-l ppa 2 3 3 17

a a a -p-l-l pap 2 3 3 2

a a a -p-p-p ppp 2 3 3 74

a a a -p-p-l ppa 2 3 4 5

a a a -pd+p paa 2 4 1 13

a a a -pd+p paa 2 4 2 3

a a a -pd+p paa 2 4 3 16

a a a -pd+l ppa 2 4 3 1

a a a -p-l-l pap 2 4 3 1

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 1 1 28

s a s -p-p-p ppp 3 1 1 2

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 1 1 34

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 1 1 6

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 1 2 10

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 1 2 6

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 1 2 7

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 1 3 120

s a a -p-p-l ppa 3 1 3 12

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 1 3 131

s s a +l+p+l paa 3 1 3 27

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 1 3 49

a a a -p-p-l ppa 3 1 3 4

a a a -p-p-l ppa 3 1 4 1

s a a -p-p-l ppa 3 1 4 3

s s a +l+p+l paa 3 1 4 6

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 2 1 10

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 2 1 6

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 2 1 9

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 2 2 2

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 2 2 3

Table 2: Features of modeled intrastrand G-quadruplexes.  (Continued)
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s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 2 2 3

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 2 3 22

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 2 3 33

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 2 3 46

s a a -p-p-l ppa 3 2 3 6

a a a -p-p-l ppa 3 2 3 9

s s a +l+p+l paa 3 2 3 9

s a a -p-p-l ppa 3 2 4 2

a a a -p-p-l ppa 3 2 4 3

s s a +l+p+l paa 3 2 4 3

s a a -l-l-p app 3 3 1 102

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 3 1 102

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 3 1 125

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 3 1 80

a s a -l-l-p app 3 3 2 2

s a a -l-l-p app 3 3 2 70

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 3 2 8

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 3 2 9

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 3 2 9

s a a -l-l-l apa 3 3 3 10

s s a +l+l+l apa 3 3 3 167

s a a -p-p-p ppp 3 3 3 241

a a a -p-l-l pap 3 3 3 30

s s a +l+p+p aaa 3 3 3 367

s a a -l-l-p app 3 3 3 385

a s a -ld+l aap 3 3 3 3

a a a -p-p-p ppp 3 3 3 450

s a a -p-p-l ppa 3 3 3 66

a a a -p-p-l ppa 3 3 3 68

a s a -l-l-p app 3 3 3 8

Table 2: Features of modeled intrastrand G-quadruplexes.  (Continued)
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s a a -p-l-l pap 3 3 3 91

s s a +l+p+l paa 3 3 3 95

s a a -p-p-l ppa 3 3 4 12

s s a +l+p+l paa 3 3 4 15

a a a -p-p-l ppa 3 3 4 19

s a a -l-l-l apa 3 3 4 19

s s a +ld-p ppa 3 4 1 24

s a a -pd+p paa 3 4 1 6

a a a -pd+p paa 3 4 1 9

a a a -pd+p paa 3 4 2 15

s s a +ld-p ppa 3 4 2 3

s a a -pd+p paa 3 4 2 5

s a a -pd+l ppa 3 4 3 12

a a a -pd+l ppa 3 4 3 13

s a a -p-l-l pap 3 4 3 14

a a a -p-l-l pap 3 4 3 3

s s a +ld-l paa 3 4 3 3

s a a -pd+p paa 3 4 3 44

s s a +ld-p ppa 3 4 3 51

a a a -pd+p paa 3 4 3 80

s s a +l+l+l apa 3 4 3 82

s a a -l-l-p app 4 3 1 2

s a a -l-l-p app 4 3 2 8

a s a -ld+l aap 4 3 3 2

s a a -l-l-p app 4 3 3 33

a s a d+pd aap 4 3 4 114

s a a d+pd aap 4 3 4 8

The notation here follows Webba da Silva [56]. syn/anti indicates the conformation at the glycosidic bond of the first three G's. The loop topology is indicated by 
letters p (parallel), l (lateral) and d (diagonal) preceded by + or - sign to indicate clockwise or anti clockwise rotation when the first strand is progressing towards 
the viewer (see Figure 1). Similarly, the parallel or antiparallel (a/p) strand polarity in column 2 is with reference to the first strand and the order is according to 
the position in the quadruplex (rotating anti-clockwise with the first strand progressing towards the viewer), and in general not according to sequence order. The 
next three fields indicate loop lengths and the last field indicate the number of built models found with these features.

Table 2: Features of modeled intrastrand G-quadruplexes.  (Continued)
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mechanism of gene regulation. We consider here that
among loop length combination showing a unique (all-
parallel -p-p-p) conformation we find loop length combi-
nation of (1,1,1), (1,2,1) and (1,3,1). The second one has
been described experimentally as an all-parallel G-quad-
ruplex [62], while the other two have not been solved
experimentally. For the first one the all parallel topology
should be strongly favored by the presence of all single-
nucleotide loops [36-38]. For the last combination of
loop lengths also a mixed topology is in principle possi-
ble, but it is not found among our models, notwithstand-
ing the large number of loops of length 3 available among
the starting fragments.

A (1,3,1) loop length combination has been found in the
promoter of the oncogene RET and its topology was
described as all-parallel consistent with our predictive
model [63].

A word of caution is due here: although intramolecular G-
quadruplex formation has been observed for this loop
length combinationation [37], a study by Vorlickova [35]
and colleagues tested under different conditions

sequences (G3Xn)3G3 with n = 1, 2, 3 and they found that
these sequences formed mostly intermolecular G-quadru-
plexes. Only in ethanol solutions the same sequences
adopted intramolecular parallel conformation. In this
work we do not consider intermolecular, but only
intramolecular G-quadruplexes. Moreover, in view of the
known polymorphism of G-quadruplexes, our models
suggest which conformation could be attained by a given
sequence, compatible with structural observations. These
conformations could be adopted only under peculiar
environmental conditions, e.g. such as those described by
Vorlickova and coworkers [35] or Bugaut and Balasubra-
manian [37].

In the following we will focus on the G-quadruplex form-
ing sequence found in the RET promoter, whose loop
length combination is associated with a unique all-paral-
lel (-p-p-p) topology, and with all loop length combina-
tions sharing the latter feature in our models.

Molecular dynamics simulations
An obvious application of structural models is computer
simulations of their molecular dynamics. A necessary,

Model for a human telomeric DNA G-quadruplex structure (pdb id: 2HY9)Figure 2
Model for a human telomeric DNA G-quadruplex structure (pdb id: 2HY9). In the stereoview the experimental struc-
ture is displayed as a ribbon with sugars and bases schematic representations and the model is displayed as solid bonds. The 
RMSD computed on all backbone atoms is 2.2 Å.
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albeit not sufficient, condition for a model to be accurate
is that the structure is stable during a molecular dynamics
simulation for a time sufficient in principle to develop
major conformational rearrangements. The benefits and
limits of molecular dynamics simulations of G-quadru-
plexes have been reviewed by Spooner and Spackova [64].
In the study by Hazel et al. [58] molecular dynamics sim-
ulations complemented experiments and model building
was performed in order to provide starting models. We
consider here as an example the sequence GGGCG-
GGGCGGGGCGGG that is found in the promoter of the
oncogene RET, which adopts an all-parallel topology [63].

The most representative predictive model for the unique
all-parallel (-p-p-p) topology for loop length combina-
tion (1,3,1) was taken and the sequence was mutated to

the target sequence. Two potassium ions were added at
the centre of the O6 atoms of adjacent tetrads and coun-
terions were further added to make the system neutral.
The system was solvated in a box of water extending at
least 12 Å away from each heavy atom of the solute. The
preparation of the system is essentially as previously
described for a different system [65]. The forcefield
employed is CHARMM version 31 [66,67].

Molecular dynamics simulation was run for 20 ns in order
to check for any major conformational change which
could indicate bad quality of the starting model or wrong
topology [58,64].

After few hundred picoseconds one of the two potassium
ions at the centre of adjacent tetrads goes in solution
while the other is firmly retained. Loss of ions from the
central channel has been observed before in molecular
dynamics simulations and it has been ascribed to force-
field inaccuracies [64]. During the simulation the G-quad-
ruplex structure is mantained. The average RMSD from the
starting structure is 1.0 Å. Larger fluctuations are observed
at the three residue loop both for the backbone and for
the base moieties similar to other molecular dynamics
simulation studies [58,64]. No loop residue is involved in
intramolecular hydrogen bonds. This example proves (at
least on the timescale of 20 ns) that the model quality is
suitable for molecular dynamics simulations because oth-
erwise large changes in the G-quadruplex structure would
be expected [58,64].

Docking studies
Predictive models of G4 may be employed for docking
studies (see e.g. [68,69]). As an example we considered
the model for the sequence GGGCGGGGCGGGGCGGG
that is found in the promoter of the oncogene RET, which
adopts an all-parallel topology [63], as in the previous sec-
tion.

This sequence has been shown to be stabilized by the cat-
ionic porphyrin TMPyP4 (5,10,15,20-tetrakis(1-methyl-
pyridin-1-ium-4-yl)-21,22-dihydroporphyrin) and it was
suggested that the binding involves stacking rather than
intercalation [63].

Two G-quadruplex-TmPyP4 complexes have been struc-
turally characterised by NMR (pdb id. 2A5R, [70]) and by
X-ray crystallography (pdb id. 2HRI, [71]). The two com-
plexes show remarkable differences. In the NMR structure
the porphyrin is stacking over the first tetrad and is cov-
ered by the two residues 5' to the G-quadruplex. In the
crystal structure one porphyrin is stacked over a base pair
over the tetrads and the other is contacting a grove with
electrostatic interaction with a phosphate and a stacking
interaction with a base in the loop.

Table 3: Topology distribution of model G-quadruplexes. 

topology counts

-p-p-p 1764

+l+p+p 698

-l-l-p 610

-p-p-l 285

+l+l+l 249

-pd+p 239

+l+p+l 155

-p-l-l 145

d+pd 122

+ld-p 78

-pd+l 36

-l-l-l 29

-ld+l 5

+ld-l 3

total number of topologies total number of models

14 4418

The distribution of topologies (independent of glycosidic bond 
conformation and loop lengths) of all 4418 models is reported. The 
notation here follows Webba da Silva [56]. p, l and d stand for 
propeller-like, lateral or diagonal loop. Theand + signs refer to anti-
clockwise or clockwise rotation of the loop around the G-quadruplex 
stem, respectively, when the first strand is progressing towards the 
viewer (see Figure 1).
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The ligand structure was taken from the Hic-Up server
http://xray.bmc.uu.se/hicup/[72]. Based on the SMILES
representation of the compound available from the data-
base PubChem (CID: 4234) [73] partial charges have
been assigned by the program Babel [74] implementing
the Gasteiger and Marsili method [75]. The structure of
the model G-quadruplex with partial charges has been
obtained as decribed in the previous section. The program
Dock6.3 [76] has been used for generating, scoring and
clustering TMPyP4-G-quadruplex complexes following a
standard protocol and using the AMBER forcefield for esti-
mating the energy of van der Waals intermolecular con-
tacts. 20000 poses were generated and after clustering at
2.0 Å RMSD the best 10 were retained, showing all large
negative interaction energies. Consistent with the above
cited previous studies, in nine out of ten complexes the
arrangement of the prophyrin is parallel and stacking
onto the tetrads, although stacking involves only half of
the tetrad (Figure 3). In the remaining complex the por-
phyrin is contacting the G-quadruplex in the groove and
displays electrostatic interaction between the pyrimidin-
ium and the phosphate.

Overall these results are consistent with what could be
expected based on previous structural characterization
and thus show that the models can provide a starting tar-
get for use in docking studies.

Cancer genes
Potential G-quadruplex forming sequences have been
found in a number of cancer genes [33] mostly sharing the
first and last loops of length 1.

Consistent with earlier studies [33,37,38], sequences hav-
ing the second loop of length 1 to 3 can adopt in our mod-
els only an all-parallel -p-p-p topology, while any other
topology would be not consistent with the available set of
experimental structures. We further explore whether the
presence of sequences for which a unique all-parallel
topology is found could be a distinctive feature of cancer
genes. Following previous analyses we have limited our
search to a putative regulatory region of -200 bp, 0 bp
around the TSS of all genes in the Ensembl database. We
first aligned the sequences:

G3N1G3N1G3N1G3,

G3N1G3N2G3N1G3,

G3N1G3N3G3N1G3

on the putative regulatory regions and the search returned
728 unique genes containing at least one of the
sequences.

Before any further consideration it should be considered
that the pattern G3N1G3 is shared with consensus motif
G3CG3 of SP1 binding site, which is rather common in
human genes in the region within 200 bp upstream of the
TSS [77]. Inclusion of the G3CG3 consensus sequence for
SP1 binding site in many of the potential G-quadruplex
sequences is likely to add noise to any statistical analysis
and to reduce the calculated significance values.

The Ensembl gene names were translated, where possible,
onto HNGC gene names and the overlap between the set
of the resulting 686 genes and the Census set of 385 can-
cer genes available at the http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genet
ics/CGP/Census/[78,79] was determined. The overlap set
contained 23 genes, a number higher than that expected
by chance, i.e. 14.5.

The probability that 686 genes chosen randomly out of
19589 genes with HGNC name could have an overlap of
23 or more with the Census set (385 genes) was calculated
using the hypergeometric distribution and the resulting p-
value was 0.01. This result, based on putative adoption of
a common structure, suggests that G-quadruplex gene reg-
ulation may be a common feature of cancer genes.

The above set of loop length combinations is however
only a restricted set of the larger set of all loop length com-
binations which are associated in the predicted models to
a unique all-parallel (-p-p-p) topology (see Table 2).

The same analysis has been repeated considering the latter
set. If the topology is an important feature shared by G-
quadruplex sequences found in many oncogenes we
would expect also for the larger set of loop combinations
a higher number of hits in oncongenes than expected by
chance. Indeed this is the case. The overlap between the
1607 genes, containing at least one of the selected loop
combinations, and the Census set consists of 47 genes
(Table 4), higher than the expected 32, and corresponding
to a p-value of 0.003. These results are consistent with the
known importance of all-parallel topology for G-quadru-
plex forming sequences in the regulation of proto-onco-
genes [33].

Developmental genes
The restricted set of genes that contain a potential all-par-
allel quadruplex helix has been screened for overrepresen-
tation in Gene Ontology annotation. The general terms
"developmental process", "system development", "ana-
tomical structure development", "multicellular organis-
mal development" are found with the lowest p-values
(less than 10-10). The same analysis on the larger set of
genes containing a potential all-parallel quadruplex helix
gives essentially the same results with even lower p-values
(ranging from 10-12 to 10-17).
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The same search for the all parallel motifs discussed above
on the restricted set was performed on putative regulatory
regions of -200 bp, 0 around the TSS of all mouse genes in
the Ensembl database returning 841 genes. Remarkably
enough, looking for overrepresented Gene Ontology
terms in this set of genes we found exactly the same terms
already found in the human case, albeit with slightly
higher p-values (less than 10-8). Comparing the 728
human genes and the 841 mouse genes using the list of
21605 orthologous genes between human and mouse
contained in the Ensembl database we found an intersec-
tion of 104 genes. The p-value of the overlap, computed
under the assumption of no significant conservation in
putative gene regulatory regions is as low as 10-31. How-
ever, since some conservation in the putative regulatory
regions is expected and is indeed found the latter p-value
should be regarded with some caution.

Conclusion
A large number of molecular models has been generated
for intrastrand G-quadruplex formed by
G3Xn1G3Xn2G3Xn3G3 sequences. For a given sequence not
all topologies are possible with the available repertoire of

fragments due to steric hindrance and low superimposa-
bility. Since all molecular models are generated by frag-
ments coming from observed quadruplex structures,
molecular models are in principle reliable and may be
used for interpretation of experimental data. Molecular
models for different loop length combinations suggest
that the all-parallel topology is strongly favored. Notwith-
standing the limitations of the approach, the models
could be useful for molecular modeling and docking stud-
ies, and in general to complement other laboratory and
bioinformatics methods.

Methods
DNA fragment generation
Quadruplex structure selection
Structures for DNA (or DNA/RNA or RNA) quadruplexes
were selected using the search tools available at the
nucleic acid databank http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu/[49]
requiring "quadruple helix" as structural feature.

The search resulted in 101 entries. Of these 91 are contain-
ing only DNA quadruplexes. The PDB code for the 101

Model of TMPyP4 docking on the model for RET promoter G-quadruplex structureFigure 3
Model of TMPyP4 docking on the model for RET promoter G-quadruplex structure. In the stereoview TMPyP4 
atoms are shown as Van der Waals spheres and DNA backbone is shown as a tube. The bonds of residues of the G-quadruplex 
tetrads are shown.
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entries was used for retrieving the relevant structures from
the Protein Data Bank http://www.rcsb.org/[50].

This search was apparently missing some of the G-quad-
ruplexes in the PDB. For this reasons we selected all struc-
tures in the PDB containg anywhere the words quadruplex
or tetraplex and we hand filtered those that could contain
a genuine DNA G-quadruplex. The latter step retrieved
additional 51 structures. The selected structures were
searched for the presence of strands with three adjacent
G's paired with another strand with three adjacent G's
with either parallel or antiparallel linear arrangement, and
with loop connection of one to four nucleotides. The loop
lenghts considered here are somewhat shorter than the
limit of seven used e.g. by Chowdhury and coworkers [47]

Since the quadruplex are assembled from these fragments
we found useful to reference these fragments and their
pairs of bases defining the G-tetrad plane to a standard G-
tetrad. The parallel or antiparallel orientation of the two
G-strand is an obviously important feature of the frag-
ment. Referencing serves the purpose of detecting and
storing fragments that can be used for building the G-
quadruplex and is not meant as a definition for classifica-
tion. A standard for classification and notation of G-quad-
ruplexes has been proposed by Webba da Silva [56]. We
conform here to that proposed standard, although we
report also a local description of the structure (vide infra)

A standard G-tetrad was generated by rotation and trans-
lation of a G base (taken from the standard fragments of
the X3DNA program [80]). The best hydrogen bonding
geometry was obtained by rotating repeatedly the G base
of 90 degrees and traslating by -.70 and 7.10 Å along the
x and y axis respectively, with reference to the coordinates
used in the X3DNA base coordinates.

The first G base of each fragment with sequence G3Xn1G3
was superimposed to base 1 in the model G-tetrad. Then
the first (last) G base of the second run of three G's in the
fragment was superimposed in turn onto the other bases
in the G-tetrad in order to find the first base pair of the
parallel (antiparallel) three G's pair. The same procedure
with due modifications was repeated for the second and
third G pairs. The fragment was accepted as good if the
RMSD in all three superpositions was less than 1.0 Å. The
tolerant threshold was dictated by the large conforma-
tional heterogeneity observed in G-tetrads.

The first (last) G base could be in anyone of the three
other positions of the G-tetrad (Figure 1). The second and
third G's could be found over or below the plane defined
by the G-tetrad used for superposition of the first G
depending on the torsion angle at the glycosidic bond.

For each fragment the loop and the "stem" constituted by
two strands of 3 adjacent G's were stored. The 147 frag-
ments (with the 147 loops and 147 stems) obtained in
this way are redundant because the same structure may
have been resolved by different groups and techniques
and because a single PDB entry may contain the same
structure more than once.

In order to remove redundancy we performed clustering.
All fragments identical in sequence were compared and
representatives were selected in such a way that none cho-
sen conformation has less than 0.8 Å RMSD on all heavy
atoms. This led to 68 unique complete fragments, 67
loops and 57 stems.

DNA G-quadruplex assembly from fragments
The 57 stems were used to assemble the quadruple helix.
Three "stems" were assembled together by superimposing
the second three G's with the first three G's of the next
stem with less than 0.8 Å RMSD and with no overlap of
heavy atoms at more than 0.5 times the sum of their van
der Waals radii. This procedure led to 646 quadruplex
stem models. The stems were therefore further modified
by substituting the model G-tetrad for each G-tetrad. The
model G-tetrad was set in place by superimposing first the
G of the first strand and then superimposing the four C1'
atoms to the closest ones in the G-tetrad. If the RMSD was
larger than 3.0 Å the model was not taken into account. At
the end of this step 509 models were retained. The confor-
mation of the glycosidic bond angle is thus determined by
the first strand of the quadruplex.

Finally loops were added to the quadruplexes whenever
the superposition of the sugars linked to the G's preceding
and following the loop gave an RMSD less than 0.8 Å and
with no overlap of heavy atoms at more than 0.5 times the
sum of their van der Waals radii. Although the combina-
torial number of possible models is extremely large, in
practice this computation may be performed on a PC. This
last step generated 4418 models.

Molecular mechanics refinement
Due to the rather tolerant cutoff on RMSD's the bonds
connecting stems and loops were in many instances large.
The refinement was performed by first substituting the G-
tetrads with the regular G-tetrad generated by optimal
rototraslation of G, as described above, and then keeping
the G-tetrads fixed and performing energy minimization.
For this purpose the program NAMD [81] was used
employing a dielectric constant of 10 and the forcefield
CHARMM version 31 [66,67]. 300 steps of conjugate gra-
dients minimization were performed keeping the base
atoms of the tetrads fixed.
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Table 4: Human cancer genes containing potential all-parallel G-quadruplexes.

Gene symbol Gene name

AKT1 v-akt murine thymoma viral oncogene homolog 1

ASPSCR1 alveolar soft part sarcoma chromosome region, candidate 1

ATF1 activating transcription factor 1

BCL3 B-cell CLL/lymphoma 3

BRCA2 familial breast/ovarian cancer gene 2

CARD11 caspase recruitment domain family, member 11

CDH11 cadherin 11, type 2, OB-cadherin (osteoblast)

CLTCL1 clathrin, heavy polypeptide-like 1

ELN elastin

EPS15 epidermal growth factor receptor pathway substrate 15 (AF1p)

ERCC2 excision repair cross-complementing rodent repair deficiency complementation group 2 (xeroderma pigmentosum D)

ETV6 ets variant gene 6 (TEL oncogene)

FGFR3 fibroblast growth factor receptor 3

FNBP1 formin binding protein 1 (FBP17)

FOXP1 forkhead box P1

FSTL3 follistatin-like 3 (secreted glycoprotein)

GATA1 GATA binding protein 1 (globin transcription factor 1)

HIP1 huntingtin interacting protein 1

HOXA11 homeo box A11

HOXA13 homeo box A13

HOXA9 homeo box A9

IGK@ immunoglobulin kappa locus

IRF4 interferon regulatory factor 4

JAZF1 juxtaposed with another zinc finger gene 1

LHFP lipoma HMGIC fusion partner

MLLT6 myeloid/lymphoid or mixed-lineage leukemia (trithorax homolog, Drosophila); translocated to, 6 (AF17)

MSI2 musashi homolog 2 (Drosophila)

MSN moesin
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Clustering of structural models
All energy minimized models sharing the same glycosidic
bond conformations, topology and loop lengths were
clustered in separate groups. All models within a single
group were pairwise compared. A threshold RMSD t was
chosen and a weight wi was assigned to each model i based
on the RMSDs lower than t with all other structures:

The model with the largest weight was chosen as repre-
sentative of all models with RMSD lower than threshold.
The procedure was repeated doubling progressively the
threshold starting from 0.4 Å until a single model was left.

Genomic searches and analysis
All regions 200 bp upstream the ranscription start site
(TSS) of all human genes for all transcripts have been
downloaded from Biomart site http://www.biomart.org/.
The database and the dataset were ENSEMBL 53 GENES
and NCBI36i respectively. The search for potential G-
quadruplex sequences with proper loop lengths was per-
formed using the program glsearch in the fasta35.1 soft-
ware package ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/software/unix/fasta/
fasta3/. The same analysis was repeated for all mouse
genes using the same database and the dataset NCBI37.

The list of orthologous genes was obtained from the
Biomart site selecting only protein-coding genes.

The Census set of 385 cancer genes was downloaded from
the http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP/Census/
[78,79].

w
rmsdij

ti

j

= ∑ cos( )
p
2

MUC1 mucin 1, transmembrane

MYCL1 v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog 1, lung carcinoma derived (avian)

MYCN v-myc myelocytomatosis viral related oncogene, neuroblastoma derived (avian)

MYC v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (avian)

PIM1 pim-1 oncogene

POU2AF1 POU domain, class 2, associating factor 1 (OBF1)

PTEN phosphatase and tensin homolog gene

RANBP17 RAN binding protein 17

RAP1GDS1 RAP1, GTP-GDP dissociation stimulator 1

RET ret proto-oncogene

SEPT6 septin 6

SFRS3 splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 3

SS18L1 synovial sarcoma translocation gene on chromosome 18-like 1

TAF15 TAF15 RNA polymerase II, TATA box binding protein (TBP)-associated factor, 68 kDa

TCF12 transcription factor 12 (HTF4, helix-loop-helix transcription factors 4)

TMPRSS2 transmembrane protease, serine 2

TRIM33 tripartite motif-containing 33 (PTC7, TIF1G)

TSHR thyroid stimulating hormone receptor

ZNFN1A1 zinc finger protein, subfamily 1A, 1 (Ikaros)

Table 4: Human cancer genes containing potential all-parallel G-quadruplexes. (Continued)
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In order to evaluate the significance of the overlap of k
genes between two given sets of n and m genes both taken
from the same set of N genes we estimated the probability
(p-value) that an equal or larger overlap set could be
obtained by chance.

This probability is computed using the hypergeometric
distribution:
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Additional file 1
Models for intrastrand G-quadruplexes. The name of the file contains 
all topology information. Each field is separated by the underscore charac-
ter. The notation here follows Webba da Silva [56]. The first field indi-
cates the glycosidic bond conformation in the first G-quadruplex strand a 
stands for anti and s stands for syn. The second field indicates the loop 
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5.1.2 NMR Studies of the APE/REF-1 N-terminus Interactions

Another project in which significant contributions were made but not mentioned in the

main text of this thesis was ”NMR studies of the APE1 N-terminus interactions”. An

overview of the work done is described below.

Human apurinic (apyrimidinic) endonuclease/redoxfactor1 (APE/Ref-1) is a ubiq-

uitously expressed multifunctional protein (196, 197). It plays a central role in base

excision repair (BER) pathways of DNA lesions and also functions as a redox tran-

scriptional coactivator. These two biologcal activities of the molecule are located in

two functionally distinct protein domains, the N-terminal region principally denoted

by redox activity and the C-terminal excising enzymatic activity on abasic sites of DNA

(198, 199).

Structural studies conducted on this 318aa, 35.6 kDa molecule have excluded the

first 38 residues because the initial investigations on the full length protein by both

crystallography (200) and NMR (201) showed a highly disordered conformation in

the 1-44 region. A recent proteomic study (? ) to identify and characterize the

APE1 interactome stated a stable interaction of the first 33 N-terminal residues with

nucleophosmin and rRNA. The study suggested an important role of this segment in

RNA quality control process and in fine-tuning different functions of the full length

APE1. We attempted to characterize these interactions by using nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy (NMR).

Standard NMR experiments were conducted on the unlabelled 33-residue N-terminal

peptide of APE1. Although a complete assignment of the peptide was not possible, our

investigation suggested that the peptide forms an α-Helix in the G8-E20 region. How-

ever for the confirmation and completion of the assignments we required a single (15N)

or double labelled (13C, 15N) product. In this view, the expression and purification of

the labelled peptide was taken up.

The expression and subsequent purification was hampered by difficulties such as

unfavourable protease digestion of the product, low expression in labelled media and

lack of a direct purification strategy. We therefore optimized a protocol (by optimizing

parameters like incubation temperature, induction OD, concentration of IPTG and

incubation time) for the expression and purification of N-15 labelled 48 residue N-

terminal peptide in Minimal Media. A final yield of 10-12mg/Litre in labelled media
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was obtained. The quality of the purified peptide was checked with mass spectrometry

and NMR and it was found to be amenable for further NMR analyses. The optimized

and followed protocol for the expression and purification of the N-15 peptide is described

below.

1) Transform E .coli (1-2.5 µl in 50 µL of Bl21DE3). Incubate on ice for 30 minutes

followed by incubation at 42◦C for 45 seconds. Add 1ml SOC medium and incubate at

37◦C for one hour.

2) Inoculate 700 µL on a prepared agar plate with 100µg Ampicillin. Overnight

incubation at 37◦C.

3) Transfer the plate to ◦C in the morning; inoculate four colonies into 15 ml of

Luria-Bertani (LB) broth with 1% glucose and 100 µg/ml Ampicilin (in evening), leave

for overnight incubation at 37◦C

4) The next morning take 10 ml of inoculum and inoculate in 1L LB plus 10 g of

Glucose and 100µg/ml ampicilin. Divide in to two conical flasks of 500 mL. Leave for

2 hours inside a shaker incubator set at 230 rpm at 37◦C.

5) When the OD (optical density) at 600nm reaches 0.8 or 0.9 take the solution and

centrifuge with (GS3 rotor used) with 4 bottles at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes ( 10-20◦C).

6) Resuspend the pellet with pre-warmed minimal media (Minimal media constituents-

100 ml M9 medium (10x), 4 g glucose, 1 ml 1 M MgSO4, 0.3 ml 1 M CaCl2, 1 ml Thiamin

(1 mg/ml), 50 µg/ml ampicilin).

7) Wait 30 minutes at 37◦C and make an induction with 2mM IPTG (0.47768 g in

2ml water and divide equally in to two flasks)

7) Leave overnight for at least 19 hours

8) Centrifuge immediately at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4◦C and proceed rapidly

to purification.

Purification steps followed were;

1) Metal Affinity Chromatography Column: HisTrap HP 1 ml Binding buffer: 20

mM phosphate pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 40 mM imidazole Elution buffer: 20 mM phos-

phate pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole Gradient: 1 ml/min 0-100%

2) Dialysis Column: HisTrap HP 1 ml Binding buffer: 20 mM phosphate pH 7.4,

500 mM NaCl, 40 mM imidazole Elution buffer: 20 mM phosphate pH 7.4, 500 mM

NaCl, 500 mM imidazole Gradient: 1 ml/min 0-100% B in 30 minutes
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3) Cation exchange Column: HiTrap SP XL 1 ml Buffer A: 50 mM Na phosphate

pH 7.0 Buffer B: 50 mM Na phosphate pH 7.0, 1 M NaCl Gradient: 1 ml/min 0-100%

B in 10 minutes

Fig. 5.1 shows the final SDS-PAGE gel with the purified 48 residue N-terminal

APE/Ref-1 peptide

Fig. 5.1 SDS PAGE gel showing the single band of the purified final product

obtained by the optimized protocol described above - The final yield of the N-15

labelled, 48 residue peptide was 10 mg/Litre of minimal media
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